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THE WEEKLY. 
A little over a y~ar ago, Maine abolished her high school sys· 
tem, and now see what trouble she has got herself into. 
The order once was, "Let whatever you put on the board be "l 
model of style and neatness, so' as to place a worthy copy before 
the eye of the chtld;" but now it is to make words and figures 
on the board large, coarse, and ugly. What next? Nothing 
next! The dunces have got to the end of their rope, and the 
sequence is stranguld.tion. 
In ev~rv teachers' institute one hears commiseration ex-
press~ at the faulty pronunciation of English by the children of 
foreign parentage in the schools. When a would ·be artist point-
ed out his picture of a lion to a connoisseur, the latter gravely 
e~quired, ":aut what if the lion had a chance to .paint you ?" 
"0 wad some power the giflie gie us 
To see oursels as ithers see u; !" 
The lunatic still survives who ad vises that th e constitution of 
the United States and Washington's Farewell Address be read 
and re-read in class, as a reading exercise. He would 'no doubt 
have classes recur to the practice of parsing and analyzing 
through Pollock's "Course of Time': and Milton's '''Paradise 
Lost." Well, all right. "Experience is an expensive teacher, 
but fools will learn by no other." 
Apropos of remarks made in this paper upon the age of which 
children should enter school, Prof. J . D. Bond, teacher ot Writ-
ing and Dra~ing in the St. Paul, .Minn., schools, writes that 
when he began in that city several years ago, children were ad-
mitted to .the schools by law at ·five, and by practice often at four 
years of age. The law now is to admit at six yeaTS of age, and 
is being fairly enforced. As a consequence, he says, 'more is a~­
complishe~ in a single term than formerly in aieat. When th~ 
returns are all in we have no doubt they will show' an. Qverwhelm-
ing majority in favor of it later, rather than an earlier, beginning 
of regular school~ life. The place for babes and sucklings 
is in the nursery, and nursing children is not the busi-
ness of the State. We do not doubt that the State could 
provide better for the children .of the mass than their parents can, 
but the policy is intrinsically wrong. When government assumes 
to dQ all, the citizen ceases to do anything. A government sim-
ply for the people might find such a course advisable, but one ~ 
and .by the people will certainly find it fatal. A people to do well 
for themselves, through government, must continue ardent indi- _ 
vidual labor in the family and society, and the success of our ex-
periment in self-government will depend;-does depend,-upon ' 
a just division of labor bet,~een the three. . 
The State has no soul,:-it is wholly selfish. Its rules of action 
and inaction are dictated solely by the law of self-preservation. 
What must be done to this end that the people can't do at all, 
or can't do well enough, the State does; all else it refrains from 
dOing. The State can't exist without the family and society, 
and these are only preserved by the energ~tic performance of _ 
localized and justly differentiated duty. Until a child reaches 
the age of (at least) six years, its chances of becoming a reason-
ably permanent member of the 'State are not sufficiently in the 
majority to warrant the State in any intej:ferance with the duties 
of the parent. . 
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH f 
A FEW THOUGHTS ON THE " WEEKLY'S" ANTI · GERMAN VIEWS. 
WHILE the advocates ot Gentian in the public schools feel more than ever the truth of": "Convincea man agai~st his will," etc., !hey have 
settled down to a more argumentative course, to carry .their point, (vide St. 
Louis School E lections.) 
It is not the object of the writer to re-open a controversy on tlie merits of 
German in the P.u blic schools, for nothing new can be said. The question is 
exhausted. 
Let me only asJ.c the WEEKLY a few fair questions: 
I. Only a short t ime ago when the WEEKLY endeavored to gain a certain 
point, and, in our opinion, desired the assistanc e of the Germans, it ·'tickled 
their fan cy" by writing, 'as near as we can remember, the followlllg: 
"As f or German, let us uphold tlu German f or the Germans are with tlS." 
Was this expression one of the WEEKLY'S favorite satires? We did not under- ' 
stand it to be such, nor diu anyone else who read it. 
Immediately ~fter the WEEKLY'S " lost cause" an Anti·German chord was 
struck. Now, we like the WEEKI.Y, and would not be without it, for most 
of its articles show the well· balanced minds of its editors, but on this point 
we are led l o belien, by many other articles concerning !he "Chicago.schoo I 
muss" that the pre5ent .. Anti·German-boom" is· only ano0-er experiment to 
gain the WEEKLY'S point. How is this ? 
II. . One of the chief merits of the WEEKLY is its support of a more p rac-
tical education. "More practical teaching" is heard from nearly· every col-
umn. It' fu~ther tells us : "Educate the boys and,giris to be useful members 
of society at home as well as at iarge." ,.. 
Now there are many communities where the "Germans are with us" !lay, 
where we are with them, where a mere "smattering" of German Will do !hem 
more material good than all other ornamental branches, as taught in most 
common schools, combined, Is it therefore (following , the WEEKI.Y·S ad-
vice), not alon.e logical· but 'also practifal to teach it ? We do not desire to ' 
enter the intellectual merits at aU. Let us met;t it up"On a business point of 
vie~ ~nly. Would not the WEEKLY, if it wer.e aware that -iL ~m.~ or 
Irish ~ditlon of 'it '!..ciuld be remunerative, publish it at once ? 
. -. ' . 
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III. An allusion is made in the WEEKLY'S "Anti·German" article to the 
<?leveland and St. Louis Schools, where G~rman is fostered with much j:are, 
and good results Let me ask, lastly: Are these sch:>ols behind any of those 
where G:rman is not tau~ht? Gentlemen, let us hear from you. " 
Supt. THEO. ADELMANN, 
Highland, Ill. 
, I. Granted. But the -language quo ted involves no inconsis· 
tency in the WEEKLY. At m )s_, the quo tation shows that the 
WEEKLY advocated the retention of German as a matter of ex-
pediency, and not for its intrinsic value a', a common school ' 
branch. The G~rm3.n, in comm m with the high school and 
music and drawing, was assliled, and the 'VEEKLY advocated its 
retention as a military necessity. When people from a wreck 
are on a raft they can not be over-nice in the selection of their 
company. But circumstances alter cases. The advocacy of the 
German was an element of strength to the whole system then; 
it is a weakness and an injury nolV. Then it was respectable in 
its leading ad vocate; now it is not. 
. The WEEKLY did gain its point. Whereas in 1878 the high 
school was saved by only one majority in the common council 
from the machinations of the "university man," "the hero of 
the O. G. curve," in 1879, in the council, on account of the rid-
. i4ule heaped on that statistician's figures by the WEEKLY, there 
.was not a voice or a vote against high schools, music, or draw-
ing. 
The WEEKLY has no lost cause. As some people have learned 
to their cost there was much method in the mddness of what may 
appear to outsiders to be a lost cause. The WEEKLY simply 
thre\v away its impedimenta before entering the battle in earnest, 
aod it and all connected with it are better off to-day than ever 
before. It is now on its knees to nobody. There is a great 
deal of d ifference between having the bear chasing you and hav-
ing you chasing the bear. 
The WEEKLY for some months has indulged in the elegant 
and manly sport of bear baiting. The squirming of its prey 
has made gentle souls weep. As often as the spirit that animat-
~d it was . supposed to be exorcised, it was invariably found 
breaking out in a new quarter, and it is now but beginning to 
put in its work. Every object aimed at has been accomplished 
or is in the road to accomplishment. The men who organized 
the "Chicago muss" have fallen out among themselves and the 
~ilkenny cat fight is progressing beautifully. If the WEEKLY 
could give space to the several stages of the battle the country 
rbund would roar with laughter .. 
II. "Other ornamental branches" is good. But how can Ger-
~an do material good 'and be a practical branch if, according 
to our correspondent's confession, it is merely ornamental. 
DJubtless the gentleman, though writing good English, is think. 
ing in German. The. WEEKLY does not object to German in a 
German community. "When you go to Rome you should do 
as the Rmuns do;" but when you come to Chicago you should 
do as, th~ Chicagoans do, or would like to do, if demagogues 
woul'd let them. Tne following is the enviro nment by which the 
WEEKLY'S views are colored: The teachers of German are dis-
satisfied wiih their work. Qut blames the management or the su-
periniendent of German. The superintendent of German is dis-
gusted with the work an1i blame the system and the teachers of Ger-
man. The teachers of English are a unit in t,heir opposition to the 
sWdyof~..:!'m~n. The superintendent of schools is opposed to .it 
and boasts that he kept it out of the schools of Detroit· but as be-
, t~::n the Irish "uni~ersity man" 'and the German l~bbyist, the ' 
-: :pmable,oldfel1Gw is constaiitl'y llUptming "How happy I would be 
. . 
with either, were t'other dear charmer away!" The great mass 
of the English speaking citizens are opposed to it. If it were left 
to the German citizens them-elveg they would vote it out. The chil-
dren who are wheedled into taking it are sick of it, and it is pro-
vokipg to see the means that are used to keep them in it . They 
take it up as a child clutches at any novelty. It is a new boot to 
them; but once they put their foot in it, mercy! how they wriggle 
to kick it off. 
If a G~rf!1an edition of the WEEKLY w:>uld pay it would pub· 
lishsuch an e lition; bu : it woulln't pay; it WJuid be an anach-
ronism. So, if the teaching of Germ3.t1 in the grammar grades 
paid, the WEEKLY would advocate it; but it doesn't pay. It has 
been tried and tried, and it does n.ot pay intellectuall y or mate-
rially, and that's what's the matter. 
Ill. · The schools of Clevelmd are the best in the United 
States, if not in the world; but they are so in spite 01 the Ger-
man in them and not beca'lse of it. But we would say to the 
teachers of Cleveland, as Sar~fie ld Slid to the British offi 'ers 
after the bIttle of the B )yne, (. E {clunge commande rs wi, h 0>, 
gentlemen, and we will fight it over agam !" The schools of St. 
LoUIS are superior to ours in prim ary re.ad ing, but inferior il~ 
primary arithmetic. The late assistant sup~rintendent, Francis 
Hanford, raised the standard of arithmetic here, and the more 
recent patent nostrums have not yet des ·.royed the proficiency in 
this branch. Indeed, at the last institute the superintendent 
suggested methods that have been in vogue twelve years; but in 
the lower grades Leigh's phonic type gives the children of St. 
Louis a "head start" of their co-ages ill Chicago. But barring 
that the t.eachers in Chicago have on the whole better material 
to work with, the difference between the schools of the two cities, 
even in the status of German instruction, is tweedle-dum and 
tw.eedle-dee. Mr. Harris of·.St. Louis, has resigned. He says 
he has dumb ague. The climate of Chicago would suit him. 
And if he ?hould be called here he would not find himself very 
far astray, but could take up the work just about where Mr. Pick-
ard dropped it. However, this comparison of cities is futile. It 
reluinds one of the two men who went abroad, after a prolonged 
spree, a~d' on waking up one morning in a hotel where they had 
put up, after having traveled by rail in different directions, com-
menced disputing as to whether the place was St.Louis or Cincin-
nati. Calling the waiter to decide the point he informed them 
that it was Milwaukee. Evidently they had been to Chicago. 
THE MAGAZINES. 
ARTICLES FOR TEACHERS TO READ. 
A lalttic MOlttllly. Feb.: 
Pessimism. By Goldwin Smllh. 
Wordsworth. By C. P. Cranch. 
COlztelllporary Review. Jan.: 
England in the Eighteenth Century. Bj Karl HIlderbrand. 
Herben Spencer on the Data of E~ hics . By Prof. C.lderwood. 
The Character and Writings of Cyrus the Great, in Connection with a re-
cent Discovery. By Canon Rawlinson. 
The Relation of Animals and Plants to Time, By Prof. Mivart. 
Intel'1zational Revuw. Feb.: 
Medireval German Poetry verstl;S Vaticanism. By Karl Blind. 
The Roman Catholic Qile.tlOn. Bj John Jay. 
The Americalt Antiquarian. Oct., Nov., Dec.: 
The Mound Builders. By J. E. Stevenson. 
Scr;bner's Monthly. Feb .. 
Edison's Electric Light, By Francis R. Upton. 
Peter the Great. By Eugene Schuyler. . 
Ninetemtlt Cmtury. Jan,: 
AthletICS in Public Schools. B;, the H n. Eqward Lyttleton. 
-The Origin of Species and Genera. By Alfred R. Wallace. 
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THE PLACE AND VALUE OF DEN OMINA TIONAL SCHOOLS 
IN THE WORK OF EDUCA TION.* 
I WOULD not give Denominational Schools a place in the field now oc-cupied by the public schools. The boundaries of this field may not be 
well defined, and the "High School" may have been placed sometimes Deyond 
the proper limits, yet there iJ a domain which should be accurately bounded, 
and ceded to the common schools, and jealously guarded from invaSIOn. Then, 
between the aae. of six and fifteen, I would compel as much as five years at-
tendance upo: these schools, and would allow no plea of bad.management, 
inefficiency, or meager results, to justify invasion of their territory by otber 
schools. Boys 'and girls are your genuine democrats, oblivious to the distinc-
tions and requirements of social and re ligious exclusiveness; and if they are 
for several years thrown together, and mingle upon the common level of class 
and play-ground, in the public schools, not all the after-inBuences will be able 
to transform them wholly into aristocrats or bigots. The best way to get rid 
of the color line, and all other lines which divide men into unrighteous and 
dangerous par.isanship, is to permit them to be trampled and rubbed out by 
little feet in the sincere republicanism of the public schools. And here is the 
best place to lay broadly and. deeply those principles of equality and fraterni-
ty upon which popular government must ever rest. 
Caste, both social and religious, is keen-scented and sharp-sighted. It 
knows full well that our public schools are dangerous to itself, and it is be-
cause of this that their domain is being invaded by .. Parochial Schooh," in 
the spirit of social exclusiveness ; and it is for this reason that I would have 
our Denominational Schools careful how they invade it, even in the innocent 
spirit of economy. It is becalise our public schools have this leveling ten-
dency that they find many enemies among the Herods of aristocracy, the Pi-
lates of policy, and the chief-priests of bigotry, who may yet be made tempo-
rary friends for their overthrow; ~nd because of this I would have their do-
main jealously guarded and other schools to vacate the premises. It has 
been said the state may secure "compul&ory attendance," but not "compul-
sory education;" well, let us have the attendance anyhow, and we shall per-
petuate liberty and equality, if nothing more. 
,If then, I find a place for Denominational Schools, it must be in the do-
main of higher education-among the coEeges and universities. ' Here, as a 
matter of fact, they do occupy a very large and important place, and, I sup-
pose, it is our business to inquire by what right. 
I answer first, by right of prescription. We find them in actual and undis. 
puted possession of the territory from the begmning of our national existence. 
Any decree of ejectment must be based upon the most unquestionable proofs 
of right and justice in favor of some other claimant. But for much of this 
domain no rivaL claimant has appeared. No one is ready to occupy and cul-
tivate it, and if Denominational Schools should be ousted, it would surely 
revert to the crown; that is, the crown of thorns and brambles of ignorance. 
Again, Denominational Schools hold this territory by the natural right of 
superior fitness; they appeal to the lavr of "the survival of the fittest." Amer-
ica seems to have been providentially reserved as a great experimental field, 
into which, at the proper time, should be turned the ideas, and systems, and 
forms, and creeds of the world, in one grand struggle for existence, under the 
fairest possible conditions. The social forms of Democracy, Aristocracy, 
Monarcby, and Theocracy started in a race for power. Democracy got into 
one wing of the capitol, Aristocracy into the other, Monarchy into the White 
House, while the devil took the hindmost, and that was Theocracy. Puttmg 
it scientifically, Theocracy perished of unfitness; nor was it the only old-
world idea that met the same fate. 
But how fared Denominational Schools in this contest? They began the 
"struggle for existence," the contest for supremacy with non-Sectarian Schools, 
upon about about equal terms. Of the 21 universities and coneges organized 
in the United States before the beginning of this century, 16 were denomina-
tionat, while II were non-sectarian. Of the 343 now in existence 281 are 
denominational and 62 non-sectarian. While the I I non-sectarian institu-
tions have grown to 62, the 10 denominational have become 281. These 
facts demonstrate that in the domain of superior education, Denominational 
Schools are better adapted to free institutions and liberal ideas than any oth-
ers. But, does this fitness and adaptability decrease as we advance in civili-
izatio~ and culture? I answer that it does not, neither 'absolutely; for Illi-
nois, with a smaller population, has twice as many De,nominational colleges 
. 'and universities, all e tablished in the last fifty years, as had the whole United 
StI1:~es at the be~nning, of the century; nor relatively; for, leavmg out the 
*Rcad Sy, Prof. B.) Radford'bcforc t1ic ill. Statc_ Teacher,!' Association nee. 30, 1879' 
state:institutions, for the 20 denominational, there is but one non-sectarian in 
the state. 
These institutions should be sustained and encouraged in this work, because 
denominational energies and ambitions cannot be more safely employed. The ' 
best way to keep men, or communities, or churches, out of mischief is to keep 
them at work The workshop is the great sanitarium, morally as well as 
physically. The most hopeful symptom of the age is the tendency to put all 
, things to useful employment. The Roman patrician could eloquently say, 
"Labor omnia vincit," but he knew very little of its meaning. In his day 
labor had made but small conquest, and still wore the garb of a menial. But 
she is fast getting the upper hand now, and grants no exemption-knows no 
privileged characrers. :rhe winds and waves, which used to be in the pos-
sessIon of frolicksome gods, have been replevied and turned to practical ac-
count; the old piratical free-bootel, Neptune, has been ousted, and riven 
and oceans are submissively carrying the burdens of the w9r1d; Jupiter has , 
been dethroned and may be seen at any railway station, firing his thunder-
bolts to some purpose. But labor is pressing into her service mental as well 
as physical forces. Philosophy, Science & Co., who for generations dealt in 
speculations, traditions, thread·bare proverbs, metaphysical (subtleties, sec-
ond-hand mythologies, etc., etc., have closed out the old 'stock, and gone into 
the manufacture of steam engines, and watches, and reapers, and 1I!0use-
traps, and sewing machines, and presses. and telephones, and phonographs. 
and other useful articles; "too numerous to mention." Art, who used, daintily 
fingered and delicately clad, to fool away his time daubing canvass or clippi~g 
marble, in mechani~'s garb;is foreman of the whole establishment. Eloquence 
has laid aside, the soft raiment of kings' houses, and gone forth into the 
wilderness to lead men out of slavery, or into the mire to pull them out of ' _ 
drunkenness. Poetry no longer plays Sancho Panza to crazy knights and 
bloody warriors, but 
He has harnessed his high.Bying Pegasus now 
To a cart upon life's rugged way, 
To help on with the burdens, which cruelly bow 
Us all down to the earth, and he feels, that, somehow, 
It is better than fancy'S wild play. 
All things are getting to work. Christ said, "My Father worketh hitherto,' 
and I work," and why should not his followers work also? They were com-
manded to teach the nations, and let them teach. Would you turn the de-
nominattons out of this useful employment, and send them back to their old 
pa;;times of quarreling, persecuting, 'imi;>risoning, beheading, and burning 1 
Would you set them again to scheming and plotting against liberty and human 
rights? Then give them thel place for which they have shown such fitness). 
As to the valu! of the educational work of these schools, their growth and 
success are prima f acie evidence, at lea5t, that the work is good. But the 
test of a tree is its fruit. Let us judge of . these institutions by the same rule. 
No one will deny that they have trained thousands' and thousands of men and 
women, who, il). strength and culture, in fidelity and usefulness, in purpose 
and. spirit, are not one whit inferior to the best trained in other institutiqns. 
Their fruit, in Bavor and quality, is unexcelled, and why should they be cut 
down as cumb~rers of the ground? 
They have, moreover, ·an educational value which is not likely to be set 
down to their credit, because it is incidental and not directly connected with 
school work. They educate the people in liberality; teach them to be puh!ic 
spirited, and voluntarily bear burdens for the good of all. Whoever volun: 
tarily undertakes to do whatever the state must compel others to do, whether 
it be fighting the enemy, or bearing financial burdens, is a public benefactor. 
The work of Denominational Schools, therefore, is valuable, because they, 
collect and expend vast sums of money in the very work which the state would. 
be compelled to do at great expense and trouble; and because they thus stim-
ulate others to the same enterprises. Nor can there be much doubt that this 
benevolent spirit springs from the religious element in our midst-the common , 
source of all our public charities, including the' non·sectarian schools. Ev~,n ' 
Girard was provoked by this element, if not to lov~, at least to the good work 
of building a great college. , 
The work of Denominational Schools is valuable, again,because they rurnish, 
through their religious side' also, the only aggressive element in America~ ed-
ucation-the missionary element of Christian civilization. The Denomi,na-
tional School has been the pioneer of European enligjltenment for centuries. , 
All over the western world the religious schoolmaster carried the cross fn 'ad-
vance of the soldier's musket or the woodman's ax. He christened our lakes,' 
and mountains, e,.nd rivers, and settlements with sainted nameg, which. bear -
tes~imony to the, fact that he led the marc~ of ,civilization everyw.here. ~D 
obedience to the same impulse our DenolQin'iltional Sc:hoolS,-are pUshing theil-
, . . . 
; 
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work and building colleges in the most distant and benighted parts of the 
earth. Here, at least, in uninviting heathendom they find a place which no 
competit<lrs are likely to dispute, and where, as pioneers of American ideas and 
culture, they are of incalculable value.. . 
Aga.in, these institutions are valuable because their religious element exerts 
a purifying and elevating influence upon literature, science, and art. Chris· 
til!nity is the salt of the earth, and-its saving power has been as mar.ifest in the 
past, and is as much needed now, in the intellectual .. s in t-he social world. 
If it condemns the lice1l5e and impurily of pagan society, it equally condemns 
the license and impurity of pagan art and literature. If it exposes the super-
stitions of heathen worship, it likewise exposes the superstitions of heathen 
philosophy. There has been much improvement i~ all these, but there is still 
great need of such strong and conscientious censorship as the pure and tem-
perate religion can exercise through our colleges and universities. A great 
deal of our literature, even of the respectable sort, is tinged with lascivious· 
ness. It delights too much in "women and wine," and the praises of Venus 
and Bacchus. But our art is worse. Even high and much·affected art, on 
canvas, in marble, and on the stage, is too much given to nudity and sensuali· 
ty-the grOS'iness of a corrupt age which should meet with rebuke at the hands 
'of learnillg and culture. 
But our literature and art are as full of the brutal and sanguinary as of the 
lisentious, and in the present reign of violence we might profitably inquire 
what effect this has upon our youth. There are pictures upon the wall.; of a~­
mo.t every house which would look better if they were turned with the back 
out, no matter how much dust aud cobweb would be revealed. ' Even these 
are more a:tractive and wholesome than a British soldier impaled on a Yankee 
bayonet, at Bunker Hill; or Me~icans mangled by America 1 cannon, at 
Buena Vista. Our school histories are crowded with chapters and pictures of 
blo·)d. They are so full of battles, and sieges, and "adventures," that the boy 
looks up from their pages with a sort of contempt for the mild·mannered tellch· 
er, w,ho never drew blo:>d, even from a boy's back. 
Why shouB w~ fo;ter the spirit of war by thus perpetuating in o.ur art and 
literature the ideas and tastes of brutal and barbarous times? War in form 
and spirit is a hideous thing, and why should we cover him with glory? Amer· 
icans may even now be teaching a c;Jangerous lesson. If war is so fruitful of 
glory, what shall hinder men of great ambiti'Jn and little patriotism, (and we 
have many 'such,) from loosing his dog.;, and will they not lind followers wh<! n 
. ,the people are intoxicated by his spirit? 
O! pity, that every land since the fall 
Should be cursed by the slimiest, foulest of all 
The dread serpents of hell-tbe red dragon of war! 
O! pity, that Liberty, fleeing afar 
From his venomous l>reath, to this wilderness vast, 
Should have found no escape from his presence at last! 
O! sad her vain dream that Columbia's wild 
Might forever remain from his touch undefiled! 
Christian culture has done much, however, to elimi01.te this element of 
brutality from civilization, though much need; yet to be d :>ne. Instead of 
real tournaments and gladiatorial combats, we content ourselves with playing 
r murder in the moc,k fights of the stage. This is ' an improvement. We no 
'longer find it the chief aml>ition of bud; to sing, in lofty strains, the deeds of 
warriors and tyrants. Poetry has began to be ashamed of such menial service 
among Christian people.. No sycophant rhyme>ter has been able to work up 
even so spl~ndid a subject as t]Ie First Na.poleon to any advantage, and Ten · 
nyson himielf l.amentably faile:! in his attempt to coax poetry t' ) do anything 
handso:ne for "rhe Great D<lke." Bat we yet h~ve much warlike poetry. 
Our 'boys share "Sheridan's Ride" till the gJ.it of. hone,t industry' seem, pro-
vokingly slow, and sit at "The Blron's La;t B'l.nquet" till the bread of honest 
toil become. a httle stale. Waat could be more execrable than this, from 
Rodman Drake's much flaunted "American Flag?" 
Forever float that standard sqeet, 
Where breathes the foe, but falls before us, 
With -rreedom's soil beneath our feet, 
Anl freedom's banner streaming o' er us. 
A prayer to some hideous M lloch no doubt, that freedom' s flag shall "for· 
ever" fbat over ml'ngled and dying foes; that her soil shall forever drink 
their blood. €hristianity says, "Nil! no! A thousand times Detter that ~very 
bloody stripe in freedom's -ba\lner,and every color in all banners, should fade 
\ and bleach into purest white-emblem of universal peace and brotherhood on 
all.seas and iands." _ 
Furthermo!e"D~nominationai Schools are valuable because they introduce 
a neces~ary element into education. , Two forces are neces;ary to every form 
o~ system. They are attractron: and; f.epulsion, .... and 'are c:omplementary of_each 
" , 
, .- ". I 
. 
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other. It is to the harmonious adjustment of these that our solar system owes 
its order and uniformity. If the centrifugal force were withdrawn the whole 
system would rush tilgether in swift and awful ruin; or if the centripetal should 
fail, would be speedily driven back to the origin].l star mist. In our govern-
mental system we call these forces centralism and localism. The absence of 
eithe~ is social ruin, and the prvblem of the ages has been to so harmoniously 
adjust them as to save the state from despotism on the one hand, and anarchy 
on the other-to steer the ship of state between the Charybdis of centralism, 
and the· Scy.lla of localism, out into the broad sea of national prosperity. This 
is the problem of problem'i for our state.men, and is yet far from satisfactory 
solution. We have artistically symboled these two forces upon our great seal 
of IlIillois: "State Sovereignty-National Union." There they stand; two 
factors in social progress, and both essential, but no wisdom hath yet shown 
their proper ·combination. The same is true of the intellectual universe; but 
here attraction is represented by faith, and repulsion by skepticism. Without 
skepticism we should have the intellectual despotism and mental enslavement 
of the dark ages; without faith, the vagaries and follies of intellectual an-
archy; such as the denial of God and matter. But par.isanship never takes 
whole views. With tlie political partisan everything depends on centraliza-
tion and a strong government ; or everything depends on state rights ; so the 
educational partisan would banish faith from schools, and give education over 
to the present strong carren: of skepticism; or he would banish skepticism, 
and hand education over to an unquestioning and unreasoning faith. To do 
either would be fatal. Both are necessary. They are the centripetal and 
centrifugal forces which are destined, when harmoniously adjusted, to fill the 
intellectual universe with .the Urim and Thummim of unity and variety; and 
in our Denominational Schools both are more fully recognized than in any 
others. 
Purely skeptical science and philosophy are haunted by an appalling f .tal· 
ism, from which their stoutest expoun~ers involuntarily recoil; and which 
clouds all their brighter prophetic visions, Mr. Spencer says, "Progress is 
not an accident, but a necessity." "Civilization is a phase of nature." "It 
is certain that man will become perfect." But perfection in his view is but 
the ripeness which heralds decay, an.d be sadly adds, "The race must at last 
perish, un/us it shall persist by some inscnitable law." But what is this, "Un-
less it shall peCSlst by some inscrutable law," but an mstinctive recoil from the 
'hideous materialism into which we fall when led by pure skepticism? Not all 
the appliances by which science forces nature to yield up her secrets, can en-
able Mr. Spencer to detect this inscrutable law. and he stands, childlike, sup-
posing the universe to be bounded by his own horizon. Now', this law of 
persistence for which he makes room in his philosophy is revealed by faith. 
She could lead him to some cloudless summit, whence he might see enchant· ' 
ing vistas of human progress, beyond the boundaries of lime and sense. She 
would tell him that not even on the' rim of this wider horizon will humanity 
range itself, like soldiers into line, to stand on eternal Ilnd tiresome dress pa-
rade, but that 
With face to the future. and longings as fond 
As e'er prompted to ncble endeavor, 
From the gateways of time, immortality donned, 
Zenith always o'erhead and horizon beyond, 
The grand march shall be God·ward forever. 
Who, then, would leave thIS element out of our education? Who would-
deny it such organic recognition as it hnds in our Denominational Schools? 
But to aU this some man will say, "Your Denominational Schools are too 
narrow." "They do not make men broad enough." But a man may be so 
very broad that he is very shallow. Many a man becomes so broad that life 
loses current, and stagnation breeds pestilence. Your street-loafer is a good 
example of broadness. He does not propose to confine his physical forces to 
the narrowness of a single industry. It is painful and belittling. Whllt is 
thinking but sending the intellectual currents through specific channels? To 
think like Newton is to send them through very narrow channels. Without tbe 
channels they spread abroad till stagnation breeds a pestilence of superstition. 
To turn the moral forces into the channel of duty, is a painful narrowness from 
which many shrink; b\lt moral broadness is the marsh whence arises the ma-
laria of sin. 
Education is but setting in motion and directing life·currepts which shall 
cut their own channels through the strata of human nature. These currents 
acquire force as the channels become deep and narrow. Men become mighty 
by damming up other outlets and sending their life ·current through the narrow 
flum:e of a single profession. The narrowness of a single purpose explains the 
marvelous excellence of Demosthenes or Raphael; the power of a Paul or a ' 
Luther. It was this which ma,de Napoleon a fierce mountain torrent whose 
roar filled all Europe with alarm. But it is better to, be even a destructive 
, . 
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'mountain torrent than a pestilential pond, and Denominational Schools are 
'Valuable, just as; they turn the forces of heart and brain into the narr<>w cban-
nels of du~y" .:n:d help our modern civilization to finish its course and keep the 
faith. 
-Fellow.soldier ami man, in the great camp of life, 
Though to figh't in I he van, in the age-lasting strife 
With the armies of sin, is a glory, at last, 
When the hurry and dm of the conflict are past, 
And when wearv and spent, at our evening-tide, 
We shall pitcb our last tent by d~ath's steep river-side, 
May we catch a full gleam from the fanh ermost shore, 
To give warmth to our dream in the dark night before: 
BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
--Arnnual Report of the Board of Regents of the University of 
:Wisconsin, for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1879. Madison, 
Wis., John Bascom, President. 
-Report of the, Superin tend en t of Education of the Province 
(of Quebec for the year 1877-78. 
-The Minnesota Academy of Science, Annnal Address of the 
Retiring President, Prof. N. H . Winchell, Read Jan. 6, 1·880. 
-Course of Study and First Annual Catalog of Pupils of the 
<Galena Gity Schools; together with Rules and Regulations. 
Adopted Sept. 6, 1879. And a short historical sketch of the 
_ High School Alumni Association, extracts from the school law, 
and other informat ion concernl11g the schools of the city of Ga-
lena, Ill. Silas Y. Gillan, Superintendent. 
-Map of Missions of the Amei'ican Board of Commissioners 
-for Foreign Missions. Boston: Published by the Board, No. I 
-Somerset street, 1878. 
-The Proposed Mission in Central Africa. A Paper read at 
the Annual Meeting of the American Board of Commissioners 
for Foreign -Missions :It Syracuse, N. Y, Oct. 8, 1879. - By Rev. 
John 0 : Means, D.D. Cambridge: Printed at _ the Riverside 
.Press. 
-Syllabus of Courses _of Lectures and Instruction in General 
Geology, with Ref~rences to Sources of Information,. By Alex-
ander Winchell, LL.D., Professor of Geology and Palreontology 
in the University of Michigan. Ann Arbor: -Sheehan & Co. 
-Thirty second Annual Catalog of the officers and students of 
Beloit College, Beloit, Wis., 1879.80. Rev .. Aaron L. Chapin, 
D. D., President. 
-University of Michigan. The President's Report to the Board 
of Regents for the year ending June 30, 1879. James B. Angell, 
President. 
-Catalog of Iowa College. 1879-80, Grinnell, Iowa. Rev. 
Geo.F. Magoun, D.D.,President. 
GENERAL INFORMA TION.-
- The teacher who makes a specialty of each branch he teaches 
-can 'enchain the attention of the most careless in his class. But 
to attain this excellence, one must work. But such work gives 
scholarship and culture, both 'of whicJ~ are desirable in a true 
teacher. Too many teachers have almost no gmeralinformation. 
A teacher who does not keep ' apace with the events of the day, 
who does not read the daily paper, is not fit to take charge of a 
school. Such teachers allow their minds to rust, and lose energy 
and zeal. If an, event of ~mportance -takes -place in the country 
or.in the world, the class should know it. It is the duty of every 
teacher to be familiar with the current events of the day. ' The 
newspaper should reach eveFY teacher in the land. The puptJs 
will thus get. a thirst which will last them through life, for that 
. , -
:. 
knowledge which is so -essentia~ to good citizenship. There is no 
necessity that teachers should lack culture. No other profession 
is so full of stimulants. While the teacher is teaching a certain 
branch he should study it, and thus the pupils will get the bene-
fit of his labor ;md thoughts. 
Those: studies not bearing on the school work should be de-
ferred until vacation. Whoever knew a law or medical student 
to be a successful teacher, especially when those studies were pur-
sued with a view to practice. The teacher must be free of all 
otner work. No man can teach who devotes his time, from four 
0' clock in the evening till nille o'clock the next morning, to-
some other work. No woman can 00 justice to her work who 
must toil in the kitchen or at the needle when out of school. 
There rnust b~, to a certain extent, a disregard for everything 
not connected with the science of teaching. . 
It is said of Aristotle that his energy, zeal, and success were 
so great that he was called the "soul" of his school. The lives 
of Pestalozzi and Frcebel, in the past, and of Horace Mann and 
Mary Lyons, of more recent t{mes, are striking exainples of what 
concentratioJ? of effort can do, even when opposed by the most 
adverse circumstances. While the teacner should have literary 
culture, he shonld not lose sight of his -duties at school. Every-
thing that he reads should bear upon his work. He should not 
undertake to teach what he does not fully comprehend. Men, 
in other pursuits, could achieve nothing did they not concen-
trate their powers to attain eminence in their own branch of busi-
ness.-Ex. 
SPELLING REFORM. 
Report of the Committee of the _ I1lin:>is State Teacher.' A ,soiation on 
Spelling Reform: 
Those of your committee whose names are attached hereto. are not ready t9 
recommend that this association should commit _itself to a "Spelling Reform;" 
at least, until the exact meaning of the term is more fully defined than it is 
at present. , 
If it means the attempt to reduce the-writing of ·our language to a strictly 
phonetic basis, we obj ect to it for several rsasons : 
First, we object to making the changeable spoken word the stand!lrd, in. 
stead of the more permanent written form. . 
Se~ond, we fear there would be, even to the student in our common 
schools, a great loss in thus hiding the origin and hi;tory of a large part of 
our language. 
, \ 
Third, for two reasons, we do not see how such a change would be possible,' ' 
at leaSt without a long and indefinite period' of great confusion. ISt, the con-
servatism of a people, especially in matters of language, is well nigh insur-
mountable; witness, Npah \Vebster's attempts in this very matter of -simpli. 
fying spelling. The history of our federal currency and of the attempts to 
introduce the "Metric System" of weights and measures is of much force in • 
the same connection. 2d, We do not see how such a phonetic basis could be 
determined" were it ever so deSirable, from the fact that our best orthoepists, 
after all their study, are unable to agree among themselves, either as to the 
number or the chara.:ter of the elementary sounds of oUr language. 
Again, we believe that the advocates of the so-called reform exaggerate 
greatly, both as to the evils of our present spelling, and as to the advantages 
of any system that tbey propose . . We are in favor of such changes looking 
towards simplicity and system as may be brought about in the way of growth, 
at cording to the laws of the formation and PI:9gress of, living languag.es. But 
we do not believe it possible .nor desirable to work changes. in the language of 
a_people by forced or revoliltionary me~ures. _ 
We believe that something valuable is doing, ~nd that more m'ay be ~one, 
by bringing under the present rules of orthography all words to which thoie 
rules apply; and, perhaps, still other rules may be developed that will apply 
to some words that fall under no rule, at present. It may be possible, also, 
gradually, to tbrow out a good many unnecessary silent letters, as. for instance, 
the terminal "ugh" ,in such words as "tbough," "tbrough," "borough," letc. 
In this connection, we commend to your favorable consideration the ree- -
ommendations inade by the American Philological Association. 
f Further than tbis, we are not ready to recommend any action iii the prem-
ises. __ . • 
Respectfully submitted. EDWIN C.H<EWETT, 
N .. C. ]}QUGHEllTY, 
W. B. POWELL. 
'. 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
OUTLINE FROM IO WA NORMAL INSTITUTE 
COURSE. 
DIDACTICS. 
The Philosoplzy of Education. 
. I. THE SUBJECT OF EDUCATION-The Human Being z"n Child-
hood and Youth. 
A. His educational susceptibility: 
I, a con~titutional and fundamental quality; 2, the 
baSIS of all growth. 
E. This susceptibility considered: 
I, as to the body: a, its growth from infancy:'-'how? 
~ b, its adaptability under training to all require-
ments: 2, as to his mind: a, its growth from in-
fancy-how? b, in the individual, its adaptability, 
under education, to all requirements more limited; 
c, common characteristics of the race; d, special 
characteristics of the individuaL 
C. Classes of mental faculties or of phenomena. 
I, the universal phenomena, consciousness; 2, atten-
, t- tion; a, its importance the foundation of all in-
tellectual greatnes~; b, its relation to conscious-
ness, including: (a), observation; (b), reflection; 
(c), memory, retention of cognitions; 3, how 
attention may be deepened: a, repetition-not 
of mere words, but of vivid views of ideas and 
thoughts coupled .with language; b, reflection; 
c, association; 4, how secured: a, a fixed deter-
mination on the part of the teacher to have it ; 
b, a clear knowledge of the lesson at ready com-
mand; c, a suitable interest excited concerning 
the subject taught; d the eye.free to view all and 
each in the class; e, the manifestation of earnest-
ness; f; a simple manner and style; g, the re-
moval of all obstacles. 
D. The intellect: 
I, th~ senses: a, enumeration of them and function 
of each; b, the information gained by them nec-
essary. ana antecedent to all external' knowledge; 
c, theIr syste~atic cultivation-object lessons; 2, 
memory; a, Its nature; b, its importance for in-
tellectual strengthj c, its cultivation; 3, the re-
flec~ive .f.'1.culties: a, the s~nthetic process-gen-
eralIzatlOn '; b, the analytiC process-reasoning. 
. E. The sensibil;ti~s : 
I, the emotions: a, their nature; b, classification . 
2, the affections: a, their ' nature; b, classifica: 
tion; 3, the desires: a, their nature; b, classifi· 
cation; 4, the will: a, the elements involved in 
the act of .the will: (a), motive; (b), choice; 
(c), e~ecutlOn; b, the regulation and culture of 
the wIll; 3', value of strong will-power under the 
guide of conscience and reason. 
DISCUSSION OF WHAT EDUCATION IS. 
A. It has special departments: 
I, physical; 2, intellectual; 3, resthetical; 4, moral. 
E. It is a result consistmg of: 
I, development; 2, discipline; 3, strength; 4, skill. 
C. It is a-process consisting of: 
1, teaching; 2, training . . 
D. Principles regulating teaching and training: 
I, special principles-the intellect in particular' a 
" i~ child.hood the p.ex:ceptive powers are veri ac: 
tiv~, so are ~ompanson, memory, and the imagi-
natlOn; b, Ideas of the outward world are ob-
tained by perception; e, ideas thus obtained form 
-the foundation of 'intellectual growtli' d. a well-
h • ' , c osen,. system of object lessons (form, number, 
~olor,t~mgs, etc.;) should form a part of primary 
mstru~tlo~; e, language shouJd not precede the 
evolution of ideas and thought,' buC" accompany 
them; f, the mind has no pleasure in confused 
and indistinct impressions, and cannot be bene-
fitted by them; g, every subject should be reduc-
ed to its elements and one thing taken at a time: 
proceed step by step; h, out of the known evolve 
the unknown; £, order must be observed. First 
objects, then names; thoughts, then sentences; 
knowledge, then definitions; facts, then laws; 
phenomena, then principles; concrete ideas, then 
abstract; sometimes wholes, then parts, constitut-
ing analysis; sometimes parts, then wholes, con-
stituting synthesis. Hence the error of commit-· 
ting to memory definitions, rules, and formulre, 
without their meaning having been discovered; 
j, memory is assisted by repetition, reflection, as-
sociation and action; k, "each process of in-
struction sh.ould include full perception, distinct 
u.nderstandmg, clear expression, and when pos-
slblp., the passing of thought into action'" 2, 
general principles: a, education is based ~n the 
c.onstitutional nature of the child, the peculiari-
ties of each sex and of each child should be care-
fully studied; b, education pertains to the whole 
organism; c, the desire of children for muscular 
movement must not be repressed, but regulated; 
d, all education consists in doing and not doing, 
or exercise and inaction. What is desirable is 
improved by activity ; ~e~dencies to be repressed 
are kept dormant. ThIS IS the law of habit and 
experience; e, all activity should be pleasurable 
and varied ;.f, the child is not a passive recipient 
of extern~l mfluences. The root of the work is 
in the scholar and not in the teacher; g, t~e tea-
c~er must have t?e voluntary and active co oper-
atlOn of the pupIl; h, the office of the teacher is 
to set the mental machine in .motion·; to bring 
forth the forces; to apply them in an efficient 
manner, .in the right proportion and in the right 
order; t, all school domgs and school sayings 
must be made pleasant; j, school government 
must not admit any despotic or cruel tendencies; 
k, example is more weighty than ·precept. 
SCHOOL ECONOMY. 
I. ORGANIZATION. 
A. Provisions relating to ord'er : 
I, the seating: a, the teacher has a right to seat the 
school in a manner that will promote the greatest 
good; b, suggestions as to plans of seating; 2, 
school evolutions: a, evolutions for the whole 
school; b, evolutions for classes; 'c, recitation 
tactics for each subject, as reading, penmanship, 
arithmetic, ge0graphy, etc.; 3, treatment of priv-
ileges: a, general principles concerning privi-
leges; b, method of granting them: (a), going 
out; (b), leaving seats; (c), speaking, etc.; 4, 
the program should provide for: a, open 109 and 
closing exercises; b, intermissions; c, recitations; 
d, study; e, transaction of general business; f, 
adminIstration of discipline; 5, attendance and 
tardiness: a, the necessary records; b, manner of 
keeping them; c, notices to parents, publication 
of Honor Rolls," etc. 
II. DEPORTMENT. 
A. Inculcate general morality-instruct in cardinal virtues: 
I, truth; 2, purity of speech; 3, love; 4, good naturej. 
5, industry; 6, temperance; 7, politeness; 8, 
honesty; 9, integrity; 10, preferring one another. 
E. School morality: 
I, put behavior at school on the law of morality-
wrong doing in school deportment is sin/2, in-
struct as to neatness, promptness, quietness in 
walking, whispering, laughing, handling books, 
and ~lates, etc.; observance of schQol plans. 
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III. STUDY. 
A. Branches to be studied in the school. 
B. Branches to be studied by each pupil. 
C The formation of classes. 
D. Examinations, oral and written. 
E. Recitation records. 
IV. GOVERNMEN T . 
A. The objects of government: 
I, to teach that government is supreme; 2, to culti-
vate the habits of obe~ience and subjection; 3, 
to facilitate the employments of the school; 4, 
to promote the general good. 
B. M?ans of preventing offe nses : 
I, suitable accommodations; 2, qualified teachers. 
C. Guod management: 
I, have a definite understanding with pupils as to all 
rules and regulations; 2 . conduct the school ac-
cording to your sense of the fitness of things; 3, 
make ·it appear that you en tertain large expecta-
tions of your pupils both as to ·study and deport · 
ment; 4, maintain your system and adhere to YOLlr 
program; S, pra:ti~e self-denial for the good of 
your school; 6, be in no haste to inflict punish-
ment, especillly corporal punishment; 7, let your 
administ ration be wise, certain, consistent, ' and 
uniform; 8, display charitable, generous, and 
kind feeling,; , and not an exacting, severe, and 
authori tative manner ; 9, so dispose your manage · 
ment that your pupils go through their duties 
without seeming to be guidtd; 10, let all learn-
ing, as ftr as possible, be a proce~s of delight ;. II, 
mind little thilJgs. 
V. ELEMENTS OF GOVER NI NG POWER. 
A. The teacher must have system: 
I, time for everything ; 2, place for everything; 




~, a will of great strength, but not obstinate; 2, de-
cisions must be made with certainty and must be 
enforced steadily, wavering is fatal; 3, a firm 
hana in g )v~rnment is a source of pleasure to 
pupils because it is a source of certaintv and se 
curity. J 
E. Confidence. , 
I , in t he triumph of duty faithfully executed; 2, in 
self ; 3, in pupils; a, pupils are generally underval-
ued as to lale ll t power; b, offenses by mistakes 
and inadvertency generally outnumber those com-
mitted by design and malice ; c, give more ·at· 
tention to the dull and vicious than to the apt 
and moral. 
F. Self-control: 
I, self·po ·session of your intellectual forces; 2, im-
patience must be repressed; 3. anger must be 
crushed; allow no antagonisms between yourself 
and pupils and parents. 
G. Personal influence: 
I, bring moral, social, and intellectual worth to your 
support; 2, maintain cheerfulness; 3, withhold 
nothing' in your power. . 
H. Cultur'! : 
I, refinement in manners; 2, pleasant tones of voice; 
3, avoid affectation; 4, consideration of the wants 
and comforts of all. 
-Messrs. A. S. Barnes & Co. have recent'y published a series of three 
Writing Spellers-Primary, Intermediate, and Advanced-which are 'well 
calculated to teach both spelling and writing at the 'same tiine. A bea!ltiful 
script copy is printed at the top of each page, and in the second and third 
books of the sc;r.ies are rules and sl,lggestions as '0 punctuation, capitals, com-
position, etc. ,In other respects the books are similar to those already in ,use. 
- \ • I.. ~ 
THE INDIVIDUALITY OF CHILDREN. 
Nothing should be more carefully respected and guarded than 
the individuality of a child. The atmosphere of home should be 
that of love and safety, in which all the natural· inclinations of 
children should be allowed to act spontaneously. Their wishes 
for employments and possessions of their own should be respect-
ed, their tastes in matters of food and dress consulted in so far 
as is consistent with the convenience of those around. We have 
heard grown-up people tell of the distaste they had when chil-
dren to 'certain kinds of food which they were compelled to eat, 
or certain kinds of clothes which they were compelled to wear. 
It used to be a rule in many families that a child must eat ali the 
crusts of his bread, or all the fat on his meat, or all the food c;m 
his plate. 
Such rules are barbarous, and we trust are nearly obsolete, 
children's taste in food ought to be more considered than it is. 
Food that is distasteful should never be forced upon them, and 
to procnre for them food which they enjoy will in most cases be 
to procure such food as ~~eir systems require. 
So of taste in dress. Children will sometimes have an antip,a-
thy to particular garments and a preference for others. If pos-
sible, these tastes should always be respected, guarding, of course, 
against encouraging or fostering vanity. 
So of the occupations and employments of children. As far 
as possi.ble they should be left to follow their own inclinations 
when they are harmless. If your little girl would rather play 
with hammer !l.nd tacks than with dolls, why, iet her have them, 
and see that she has a board, or a box, or a place where she can 
drive them without reproof. 
H your little boy al way!? wants to hitch the chairs up for horses, 
and can enjoy himself happily as an imaginary stage-driver, why, 
set apart certain chairs for him, and let him drive unmolested_ 
and unwatched. If he begs for tools, let him have them; if he 
want~ pencils or paints, procure them for him. The only way by 
whi~h parents can secure' the confidence of their children is first 
to show confidence , in them. Confidence m.ust be won; it can 
n~ver be forced, not even from the little ones who play around 
our knees. . 
A happy childhood is the greatest heritage parents can give to 
their children. Its memory will brighten and cheer th~ \whole 
of life. To be happy it must to a certain extent be unrestrained. 
~Ex. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
(Compiled (rom the Publishers' Weekly.) , 
Any 600" named in t his list may 6, 06lained 6y /o Y1uardi1fc.IIt, price to tit. f>uMislter, 
o/'THB EDuc, ' IONAL WBBKLY. / .. orderin/[, please mention lite iss .. e it< whiclt IIte_ 
0/' tit, 600k appearetl. 
AMERh.:AN Institute of Instruction. L. ctuTes read before the Am. Institute of Instruc-
tion, a t F ayban's, whnc Mountains, July 8-1 ',1879; with j ourn... of proceeding!!lo : pub. 
by order of lhe Board of Directors • . flost .• .A,n. Institute of /, .. trucllo". 1879. 80' 167 ' 
p. 1 2 mo, cl ., 'T. . 
10 lecture' : Oral teaching, by J. W. Dickinson; Education of girls, by Nath.an AUen: 
How leach;ng may become a prol~ssionJ by E . Conant; Extremes.ts In education, by A. C'. 
Pen· ins: Edu ;a tion ll ljoumalism, by C. N . Y OUIl'; Eclipses of the sun, by . N . Youbg~; 
Place of the study of Latin and Gre,·k . by W. T . I{. rris: AspectA of Greek and Latin Study, 
and te.chmg, by J. B. Lincoln; Teaching numbers, by G. N. W .. lton: Piece-work, by J. 
Hancock . I 
CHAPI '1, A.-on L ., D.D. First principles of political economy, concisely presented for 
the'L, e of cb ss -s in high schools and academies. N . Y., Slteldon C», Co., 1880. 16-50213 
p . I2mo. ct, 60 c. 
Londen, ed prt sentation of the matter cont. in Prof. Co's recast of' Wayland's Element5-:' 
in c1<ar, simple lan~uage Each p,.rt folLw·d by exercise c!esi~ned to sUj:gest pracucal aX" 
p licatio s of the princi ples, and topics for discussion. l'ubjeclS now· .gllaling the public 
mind as the relatio ns of capital and labor, dls tribut 0 ' of profits, principles and ul\agcs ' of · 
taxa tion", functions of money and credit, and free international trade, <are distincdy treal~ , 
in a non parl san mAn ner. 
TOWNSENl?1 L. T., D .D. The art of speech. In 2 vol. V. I, Studies in poe try and 
prose. · N. Y., Apjleton, 1880. 214 p. Iomo rt,6oc. 
Author of "Credo," and Professor in Bnston U hi\-. 'Freatise on the laws and principlel; 
of . peech (hapters on : Hi. tory of speech ; Theories ' f the origin of speech ' Laws of 
speech: Diction and idiom; Syntax; Grammatical ~ nd rhetorical ruh:s; 5t) Ie; FigureSi 
Poetic speecn; Prose spee h; Poetic prose speech. Supplementlol notes '< 40 p..). I:)csigned 
as a text book; subject·matte. be"'g the out.grov.th of IIIst uctions. given, }, .ulhor while 
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THE STATES. 
WISCONSIN.-prof. George Read, of Whitehall, N. Y., is the new head of 
Carroll College. 
Prest. J. W. Stearns, of the Whitewater Normal School, recently lectured 
at Genoa Junction, on "Life on the Pampas." His various lectures on South 
American life are entertaining and instructive to the highest degree. 
The. Whitewater Normal School, unlike the other Normal Schools of the 
state, divides, the year into two terms of twenty weeks each. The regular 
examinations for admission occur at the beginning and middle of the year, 
and all the work of the four terms of the Elementary Course is constantly in 
pr02ress. As a consequence there is a class twice a year for certification, 
. and recently a class of twelve were examined by tbe Board of Reg~nts and 
granted certificates. The work of the Junior and Senior classes commences 
with the year and goes forward as in colleges; While it is more desirable 
. and profitable for students to enter at the regular times, still the work is sec-
tioned as far as possible into ten·week sections, which makes a mid·term ex-
amiriatio~ and entrance fairly advantageous and satisfactory to both teachers 
and pupils. 
Prof. A. R. Sprague has started an educational column in the Badger State 
.{Janmr, ,at Black River Falls, and will doubtless m;lke it thoroughly uselul. 
He says if the patrons of the school will not come to the school, he pl1Tposes 
to rarry the school to them through the paper as far as he can. He informed 
his peop e that students are examined and promoted whenever they deserve 
it, and are also de.gradtd, it the'( deserve tJlat. He says the Summer Meet· 
ing of the State Association will probably be held at Portage. What do the 
lake shore folks say to that? In referring to the late change ' of City Super-
intendent at LaCrosse, he makes a good point by calling attention to the ab-
, surdity of appointing an $800 man to supervise the work of men receiving 
from $1,200 to $2,000. 
There is a movement on foot in the Legislature to require the Board of Nor· 
mal School Regents to adopt the Milwaukee City Normal School, or some-
thing e'quivalent to it. 
The Governor has reappointed~IRegents Chandler, Andrews, and Weeks. 
Their fime s for their tlusts has never been questioned by anyone, so far as 
. we know, except he was a man with. , a grievance. 
The State Journal says, "The Trustees of the Wisconsin' Soldiers' Orphans' 
Home have met m this city to close up business by the statute of limitation. 
The State cea~ed to give assistance after December last. Since the home wa; 
orgaDlzed, nineteen years ago, 683 orphans have been cared for at an ell pense 
to the state of $342,300. Twenty of the orphans are now teaching. Except 
for two bequests-one by Hof~tio Ward, of London, of $25,000, and ailOther 
by Caroline Smith, of Chicago, of $2,000~the work /of the :Soard would be 
, ended. These sums are being distributed among the orphans." 
The Regel:ts of the University have decided to purchase the reSIdence of 
e~ Gov: Dewey .for a. residence for Pres. Bascom. Prof. ,Watson: will then 
move into the house now occupied by Pres. Bascom. They have also create!! 
the ney professorship of Agriculture, but have notlJet filled the chair. 
NEBRASKA.-The population is now about 500,000. It produced of grain 
last year about 20,000,000 bu~hels, with an increase of live stock over any 
. . former year of over 60 per: cent. Omaha, its principal city, erected last year, 
il1- round numbers, 1',000 n,ew buildings, and its business transac'ions reached 
tlie large sU,m of $200,000,000. ' 
State'Supt. S.~R.~Thompson issued a circular dated Jail. 15, 1880, calling 
.two conventions of county superintel)del)ts, the fir.t to be held at Lincoln, be-
ginning Jan. 27, and continuing three days; 'and the second at Wisner Feb. 
3. A third was alsp promised, for the western part of the st~te, the time 
, ) .nd place to_be:announced subsequently. Short papers were to 'be prepared 
By a number of the older superiritendents, as follows. : , 
J. J. Fointli, Douglas Co: Advantages of a uniform cour.e of study for 
country schools, and how may it be obtained. G. D; F:oster, Johnson Co.: 
Ways an'd means of making the County Superinteniiency more popular and 
usetul. I. D. Newell, Clay Co.: Conventions of school officers, and the 
means of making:them more useful. Philip Crother, Nemaha Co.,: Means of 
obtainin~ full: alid' correct repo~ts froIq school officers. S. L. Burett, p.~atte 
, Co.: . Suggested changes in school-law. T. J. Buckmaster, Knox Co.: The 
.. disadvantages arising from having school districts too small. A. S. Palmer, 
, Dixon Co.: The time of the Superintendent, how best"employed. J. P. Spre-
-_cner, Coif~ Co.: The. Superintenden,t's duties in relation to institutes, county 
and normal, and tile means to make them successful. J. D. Lewis, Fillm,?re 
Co.: The ,evils arising from a diversity' of text-books" and how they may be 
remedied; The Co. -Superintendent's relation to this. M. Weaverling, Gage 
, Co':, How yisitfng s"hools-by the Co. Supt. may be made most profitable. J. 
A. Smitli, Saunders .Co: The Superintendent's relation to normal institutes, 
with hints for their management. ' Thos. L. Dixon, Saline Co.: What a Supt. 
may do to prevent wa' te or mismanagement of school funds. J. D. Messin-
ger, Seward Co: How the Co. Supt. may assist School·boards in the tran-
saction of business. E. B. Barton, Hamilton Co.: Teacher.' Library Asso-
ciations, and Teachers' Libraries. 
In addition to these subjects, it was desired that some or all of the follow-
ing questions receive consideration: Shall we have an educational display at 
the next State Fair? School· report blanks, how can they be improved? Free 
text-books; How may the boundaries of school districts be better adjusted? 
The best way to examine a school; The revi;ion of the schcol code, its ne-
cessity, and how to secure it. 
IowA.-Iowa Wesleyan University celebrated her "silver anniversary," or 
the twenty·fifth return of lier charter day, on the evening of the 24th ult. 
Pres. Spaulding welcomed the friends in a very pleasant manner. Senator 
James Harlan, Dr. Bird. and El ' er Dungan made fine addresses. Four or 
five hundred guests partook of the excellent refreshments prepart.d by the 
ladies. The presents were both ornamental and useful, being about a hun-
dred dollars in silver coins of various denominations. 
The Atlantic Tel'graph tells of three boys of that town, about twelve to 
fourteen years of age, who armed themselves with knives, old pistols; and all 
the weapons that usually fit out the "red-skin scalper" of the novels, and 
started west. If the weather continues good, so that they can dry scalps, it is 
their intention to ship them to Atlantic. 
The senior class of the Clarence high school will celebrate Washington's I 
birthday. 
Mr. J. F. Thompson, principal of the Elkader public schools, has purchas-
ed an interest in the 'Journal of that place. 
The Mitchell County Teachers' Association met in O.age for an afternoon 
'session the 24th ult. The attendance was only twenty-six; but not a mo-
ment was lost, for all seemed anxious to- have their say in the discussions. 
Supt. Ross occupies the chair, and fills it well. The Osage schools are more 
than full, there being about fifty more pupils than seats. Six students from 
the Slate Normal are doing excellent work in the county, three of them hold-
ing positions as principals of town schools. ' 
Pr;lsident Brooks and wi'fe, of Tabor College, celebrated the twentieth an-
niversary of their wedding on the evening of the 17th uIt. Many handsome 
testimonials of esteem were presented 'by admiring friends. President Brooks 
is known all over the state, and is esteemed and honored wherever known. 
He has done noble work for western Iowa, and his name is enshrined in the 
hearts of her grateful people. 
Mr. John W. Rowley says in his paper that President Shoup'S address is 
"the best thing" in the last number of the Normal Monthly. 
Mr. D. Compton, teacher of s.cience in the Keokuk high school, lost his 
entire family of three children last week. Scarlet fever was the curse. Ap-
propriate resolutions of symPllthy were adopted by the pupils of the high 
school. 
Supt. C. P. Rogers lectured before the Marshall County Teachers' Associa-
tion last Friday evening. 
Iowa College:-Twenty. three students lnJ he College and nine in the La-
dies' Course are the children of ministers . 
The Iowa City high school' course provides for three years ~f Latin, five 
terms of German, one year of Algebra, one year of Geometry, besides some 
science, literature, etc. 
A Dtckens Carnival is this week's sensation in Davenport. Griswold Col-
lege is to be benefited thereby. 
The Scott County Teachers' Association will hereafter hold sessions the 
second Saturday of each month. Supt. Morton will ' make these meetings 
profitable. 
A school journal, centrally located, offers as a premium to subscribers the 
"Arabian Knights." 
The Clinton Herald thinks there should be a state entomologist. 
Mr. M. E. Jones, of Grinnell, is becoming somewhat noted as a fine· botanist. 
He has published a list of plants. collected in Michigan; Colorado, and Kan 
sas. 
Whittier College has one hundred students. 
MICHIGAN.-The Teachers' ~ociation for Northern Kent will meet at 
Cannonsburg Feb. 20, 21. 
The committee on teachers and cour.e of study of the Detroit school board 
has been instructed to investigate and report what studies can be eliminated 
from the cour.e of study in the high school, and also whether the course of 
-" 
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study in the schools of that city cannot be simplified by giving more time to 
the common English branches. 
A District School in Kent Co. enrolls 52 pupils, ages ranging from 6 to 
35 years. The teacher weighs 186 Ibs. and each of thirteen pupils weighs 
more than he. One pupil is six feet two inches high and weighs 208 Ibs. One is a 
mar~ied man 1nd the father of two children. , 
Supt. Ewing, Ionia, took his Philosophy class to the machine shops o.f the 
D. L. and N. R. R. , and examined engines, boilers, and machinery in gen-
eral. Examined a 10com'Jtive that was taken apart. From the main belt of 
the shop, collected electricity, by means of a leyden jar, in large quant ities , 
sufficient to shock the class. His botany class numbers over 50 pupils. 
Mr. Erwin Smith has presented 1,000 hotanical specimens to the museum. 
The Ionia Co. Teachers' Association meets at Portland the 6th and 7th of 
February. , 
1,410 students at the University. H ow'ard City schools have never been in 
better condition than now. T he board have actually retained the same 
teachelS for the secund term of the school year. This is mainly due to Prof. 
Clayton. 
The school at Croton has been closed two weeks on account of diphtheria. 
The director adopted the .1 Independent" series of text-books, and the people 
refuse to buy them. 
The school board of Coral has decided to teach nothing above the grammar 
sc,hool course, ruling out algebra, book-keeping, physiology, etc. 
MINNESOTA.- Rev. D. C, John, principal of Mankato Normal School, has 
been 'appointed by Bishop Peck presiding elder .0f Wmona district, Minnesota 
conference, in place of Rev, W. McKinley, re. igned. Prof. John will remain 
at Mankato till the close of the present term. 
The.salary of the superintendent of schools of B ,ue Earth county has been 
'placed at $1,100, and of the county attorney at $ 1,00 0 per annum. 
The income of the State Univers ty last year was $82,95°. 
There arc four women in the state who hold the office of school superin , 
tendent. 
ILLINOIs,-The Swedish College at Knox, Knox Co., has suspended oper-
ations on account of financial embarrassment. 
The Cook Co. Normal School is in successful operation this year. 
The leading county superintendents (of the stat~ are USIng the educational 
columns of county papers to stir up their country schools to the work of the 
comparative examinations Feb. 20 and 27. 
Cairo colored folks are content not to go into schools where the white 
childreJl, are but still there is trouble. Scandal is being circulated about 
the colored teachers. We hope it maYlprove baseless. 
W . H. Smith, Co. Supt. of McLean, is making his work in the Educational 
Department of the Bloomington Pantagraph to consist largely of stories with 
a very useful lesson for the school boards and patrons. His writi!lg seems 
well calculated to awaken interest in the schools. 
The many friends of Pro£. R . Ni. Hitch and wife of Griggsville ·will be 
pained to learn of the death of the latter January 20. Old studen~s 'of the 
Normal at Bloomington will remember them as fellow students. 
Supt. Andrews of Galesburg lectured on Friday eve~ing Jan. 30 before a 
teachers' institute at Kirkwood. 
The Sycamore True R epublican is responsible for the statement tl?at a 
school teacher at Forreston punish~d a pupil and the mother of the child has 
brought suit in the sum of $3,009 damage. 
The fitate board of education held its regular semi-annual session Jan. 21. 
Little was done except the making of arrangements for a summer te rm dur-
ing the month of August. A ll the Normal teachers will be employea and it, 
,is thought the' stndents will consist largely of experienced teachers who are, 
themselves, keeping school during other months of the year. It is probable 
that Prof. James of the Normal High School will conduct a school for espec-
ial work in the study of language. 
A Teachers' Institute convened in the new High School building at 'Otta, 
wa, La Salle Co., on Saturday, Jan. -31. Over a hundred teachers ~ere 
present, although the roads were in a very bad condition. The tim'e was al-
most wholly spent upon Written Work in scho,?ls. Papers were presented by 
J. M. Day and Wm. Brady of Marseilles, Wm. Jenkins of Mendota, Mr. 
Hoffman of the Streater High School, and Miss Jennie Macomber of the Ot, 
tawa High S<;hool; and a talk upon Reading in connection with. written work 
was given 1;Iy Prm. Boltwood of tlie Ottawa High School. This concentration 
of forces upon a single topic gave general satisfaction. ' 
, _'I 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
Two new teachers of German were appointed at the last meeting of the --
board , This is a funny way of putting it out. 
There was comiderable talk at the last board-meeting ,of re-opening the 
normal school, or a normal department in the high school. 
discontinuance was illega!. 
~-------------------
I t seems that its 
There is a new rule proposed by which action must be taken on any intro-
{}uction or proposed change of text-books on or before the first meeting in 
June. This will5horten the annual agony of th~ book· agents. 
Why do not the principals attend the board meetings? 
The opera ball is ,nothmg at all 
To the fun of a single meeting, O! 
The number of school sites being purchased and school buildings erected, 
although totally inadequate to the demand, still attests the growth and pros· 
perity of Chicago. Let us hope that the new buildings will be ventilated 
otherwise than through the press. 
The teachers w'ill be paid only three-fourths of a monUi's pay tOr January i 
agreeably to an amendment of Richberg, who argued that the accounts would 
not tally otherwise, if salaries should be reduced, and if '\ny of the teachers 
should die, marry, 'or resign. Mrs. Toodles was right. - She might have a 
daughter, and that daughter might marry a man named Thompson with a p; 
so why shouldn't she buy a door-plate bearing the name of Tnompson with a, 
P? It is grand to have a legallIlind. ' 
It seems to be understood that Mr. Doty is to be business manager and not 
superintendent next year. The two most prominent candidates for the super· 
intendency-in their own minds-are Alfred Kirk and Ira S. Baker. If Mr; 
Howland would bestir himself he could get it. It i~ a bad dog that is not' 
worth whistling ' for. But in the event of Mr. Howland's deciining, the board 
cannot do better than to give Mr. Harris, of St. Louis, a call. Mr. Doty will ' 
try to ' disparage him by calling him a doctrinaire; but in in~el1ect the D. D. 
is to Mr. Harris as a duck pond to the main ocean. 
All ye that have tears to shed prepare to shed them now. At the l~t meet-
ing of the board of e'ducation' a rule w!!-s passed'making the marriage of a fe-
male teacher equivalen.t to the tendering and acceptance ' of her resignation. 
The rule was presented by Richberg, but it is Doty's bantling. He secured " 
the passage of the same in Detroit before crowding out the men principals. 
It may not be retrospective or tx post facto in its operation; but it will make 
the position 'of married women with husbands mightily uncomfortable in the 
schools. What with putting out veterans of a certain (uncertain ?) age, -who 
would not be likely to' go beyond the rule, and the young l,adies who yiel4 ~o , 
the temptation of marriage, the big D. D. will have accomplished his purpos~ 
of revolutionizing the force at no distant day-provided he stays long enougli 
in his present position. Upon the rule there ,can be but one opinion. Its ob-
ject is to make room fo r inexperienced aspirants and accommodate men of _ 
"infiooence." In its nature it is inquisitorial, tyrannical, and impertinent. Is" 
there not anything in the periion'al affairs of the teachers too sacred for tlie ". 
fumbling of these clumsy and uncleanly hands? • 
THE RECESS. 
-Medical man: "And then, with regard to the swelling at 'the b3Ck of 
your head, I don't apprehend anything' serious; but yo~ mnst keep your eye 
on it!" 
, - .He told 'me tbe.t.Pe waS now regularly 'engaged as a writer ·for one of die 
leading dailies. His honest old mother said "writing -wrappers at .1l a.' 
week." 
-When President Lmcoln wa, attacked · with small-pox he said to his at- ' .• 
tend ants, "Send up all the office-seekers, and tell them I've got somet>hing i ~ 
can give each of them." . ~ \ . 
-,Mr. Thomas Hughes (Tom Brown) says, "Why, sir, I can name all the ' 
orators of. England on the fingers of one hand; while you are a natio~ of «?ra-
tors." ,Oh, that it were not so' ! _.' ~ _' .. ' 
-A young man asked a Hibernian who was looked up to l!S'a,scliow. ~hat 
was' meant by the posthumous works of sl}ch a wntet. "Why," wlIII, the replY; . 
"pos!humous works are those bookS ,which a man writes lUw~e is d'eI!A',l' . 
/ 
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MATHEMATICAL DEPARTM~NT. 
The M athematical Department will be devoted to the elucidation Qf principles rather than 
to the solution of curious problems. Quest ion .. in transcendenta l analysis, being beyond the 
range and requ ~ rements of the majorIty of students and t~achers , will noL be discussed, ex-
cept incidenta lly . . 
Communkallons for this departmcnt should be sent to D AVID KIRK, J ackson, Mmn. 
THE QUADRA TURE OF THE CIRCLE. 
, . 
For definiteness, what is said on this subject will be placed 
under different heads. 
I. Our only excuse for alluding to this question is the fact 
that many persons, including some so-called geometers, think 
that the circle can be "squared:" 
2. To "square the circle" is to find the exact area of the cir-
cle, or, in other words, to find a square whose area shall equal 
the area.of the circle. 
3. This problem is-impossible, because one of the factors used 
in computing t.he area of the circle is a decimal whose value can 
be found only approximately. This factor is 3.141592+, and 
the manner of finding it can be found in any work on elementary 
geometry. 
4. This fact expresses the ratio existing between the di~meler 
and the oircLlmference of a circle, and it is a constant 
quantity. The process of finding it, us~ally given, is very 
tedious when carried far, and for all practical purposes six or 
eight decimal places are enough. 
5. The old geometers spent a great deal of tim~ trying to find 
the value of the above-mentioned constant, which is, for conve-
nience, represented by the Greek letter 11' (p) and one of them, 
Von Geulen, carried it to 36 places· of decimals, a tremendous 
: undertaking, which must have required years. Modern analysts, 
..;lvith better facilities, have found the value of 11' to several hun· 
'dred places. 
6. Persons who endeavor to square the circle do not try to 
find the exact value of 11' as generally computed. It would be 
useless to try. But most of them try to show that it is 3. A ge-
ometer named Benson has recently staled that the area of the 
circle is equal to a square equidistant between the circumscribed 
and insc~ibed squares. 
7· The matheI.llaticians of the country will, however, continue 
. t9 use the commonly-received value of11', for it is "tolerably" 
accurate, as the following illustration will show: 
8. Suppose a circle whose diameter extends from the earth to 
fhe sun. Find the circumference; using the 'value of11' found by 
Von Ceulen. The computed value of the circumference will be 
,5.0 near the true value that the d ifference will be so short a line 
that it could not be seen by a microscope magnifying millions of 
times! . 
Notwithstanding the~e facts, many persons ~ill doubtless con-
tinue ~o ask for a more exact expression for the area of the circle 
, than we can get by using 11'. A little learning is sometimes a 
dangerous thing. 
HOW TO llEACH DECIMAL ."FRACTIONS." 
To tne 'Editors of tne Weekly: " 
! !n number 145 is an article on decimal fractions which agrees with our ex-
perience in Peru. You have given the theory, and I will gIVe the practice 
here. " 
During the second year in school th~ pupils are taught that 10 'units are one 
ten, that 10 tens are one hundred, and that 10 tenths are I unit . . No more 
difficulty is experienced in developin~ the last fact than in either of the other 
two. Various methods are used. This is one: 
The pupils are shown three appleS and told to write at the board 'or on their 
slates the figure which represents this n~mber; .they write "3." Four, seven, 
and nine apples are shown to them and they write the figures "4," "7," and 
"9." Ten apples are shown to them, and the pupils are taught that this num-
ber is representel by "10" and that it occupies two places ; that the place 
wherc the zero stands is called unit's place and the place where the one stands 
is called the tm's place. Various small numbers are given, the sum of which 
dOl!s not exceed 99, for the pupils to add. • 
In this addition the ordinary solution used by all thoughtful teachers is re-
quired. In tbis solution when the pupils change the units to tens and units 
they do all that is done in any decimal addition. 
After very much drill in this solution, an apple is cut,'.before the class, into 
ten equal parts. The pupils are shown one of the paris and are told that it is 
one-tm th of an apple, and that it is written " .1 apple." Two pieces are 
shown them and they are told to write the number 10 figures and they write 
" .2. " They are shown one apple and one of the pieces and told to write in 
figures this number, and they write "1.1." 
They are given many similar exercises, are required to read such numbers 
as, .2, 2. 1, 43 . 42.5 . etc., aho such nU 'nbers are given them to add, and the 
same solution is required as in integral numbers. From addition the work 
goes readily and easily to subtraction. 
The,pupils are not told that these are decimals or that they are fractions, or 
that they have any denomination. I t is no more difficult for the child to com' 
prehend the magnitude of a tenth of an apple than to comprehend the mag-
nitude of ten apples. For a year more their work in numbers is confined be-
tween hundreds and hundredths, in which they add, subtract , muJ-iply, and 
divide, but in multiplication no multiplier, and in division no divisor is greater 
than 9, nor less than -I. . 
Decimal numbers IDvolve no principles that are not involved in integral 
numbers. Nor are they any more difficult of comprehension. The plan works 
well. JOSEPH CARTER. 
PERU, ILL., Jan. 26. 1880. 
CRITIC'S CORN ER. 
In naming the terms of fractions in . algebra, some teachers 
say x over y , instead of x divided by y. The latter form is pr~f­
erable, because it constantly keeps in view that highly important 
fart in mathematics, viz., that fractions represent unexecuted di-
VISIOn. 
To tke Editors 0/ tke Weekly: 
On page 236, problem .I 5, F icklin's Algebra : 
"A and B w ~re traveJino{ Ort th ! sune r 'ad. alld at the same rate, from 
C .. lumbia to S t. Louis. At the 50'h mile stone from St. Louii , A overtook a 
f\ )ck of geese whk h were travt:hng at the rate of 3 miles in 2 hours, and 2 
hours af erward met a wagon which wa~ moving at the rate of 9 mdes in 4 
hours. B overtook the same geese at the 45th mile stone, and m er the . same 
wagon' f<my (40) minutes bef' ,re he rj!ached the 31st mill! stone. \-Vhere was 
B when A n:ached St. Louis ?" 
This is one of Blaud's problems and is also given by Robinson in his 
"Mathematical Operations," ptge 122, proUem 6, with a solution. The an· 
swer in both books is the same-yet curiously enough it does not suit me. 
Will some of your experts solve and d~monstrate ? K ANSAS. 
LiTERARY NOTES. 
-D. Lo'hrop & Co., of B )ston, the children's publishers, have at last given 
us <'the very thing" in the L ittle Folks' R eader. Superintendents and primary 
teachers who have been wishi ng and looking for someth ing fresh and varied 
for the prim:lry departments should. send' for a specimen copy of this latest 
publication. It IS edited by the editors of Wide Awake and Babyland"and 
will be issued monthly. Its type and illustrations are clear and artl. tic. The 
pll-blishers will give special terms to schools on application. 
- Wide Awake for FebruaI;y is as ~right arid charming as ever. "A 
Chinese Mission Sc~ool in B )ston" will be read with eager interest by the 
children, There are the usual number of short storie. with funny piccu_res, 
the two serials, "Five Little Peppers" and "Two Y ,ung Homesteader.;, " and 
the first of the " Concord Picnic · Days," by G. B. Bartlett, which give. direc-
tions for a spirited out-of-doors game called "Fast Runners." Only $2.00 a 
year. D. Lothrop & Co., publishers, Boston. 
: 
," .' 
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THE HOME. 
FEBRUAR Y RAIN. 
BY CHARLES T. DAZEY. 
' 0 lonely day! No sounds are heard 
Save winds and floods that downward pour, 
And timid flu ling of a bird, 
That pipes one low note o'er and o'er. 
Before the blast the barfc' trees lean, 
The ragged clouds sail low and gray, 
And all the wild and wintry scene 
Is but one blur of driving spray. 
o day most meet for memories, 
For musing by a vacant hearth 
On that which was and that which is, 
And those who walk no more on earth 1 
And yet this dark and dreary day 
Some brighter lesson still can bring, 
For it is herald of the May, . 
A faint foretoken of the spring. 
Beneath the ceaseless.beating rain 
E arth's snowy shroud fast disappears, 
A ; sorrow pressing on the brain, 
Fades in a flood of happy tears. 
And thus in darkness oft is wrought, 
Through lonely days of tears and grief, 
The gradual change by which is brought 
To sh:ldowed lives s )mesweet relief.-Scribner's Monthly. 
LULU'S VALENTINE. 
By HELEN GILBERT. 
H MAY we have a valentine box, teacher?" 
Katy's little face was very near to mine as I bent weari-
fy over my desk that Thursday afternoon, and the sweet childish 
voice had such a comically hesitant tone for all its pleading ac-
cent, that I smiled upon the little girl, and asked quizzingly: 
, "A valentine box, my dear? Where? What for? What would 
you do with it? ' . 
"Send valentines to each other; Miss Hamlin is going to let 
the children in her room have one, and my sister Clara has a 
lovely one and she got mamma to d'rect it to Miss Hamlin, and 
won't she be surprised, though! It cost twenty five cents:" 
That ungrammatical young diplomat took the position by that 
speech. I had thought wearily of the worry of having a box, 
the anxiety and pennies it would cost to see that not one of my 
dear forty-nine went home sorrowful, lacking a valentine, and 
had almost decided against it when Katy came and bribed me. 
A bright idea struck me as I smiled assent and sent the little plead-
er away. Like Miss Hamlin, I should undoubtedly receive from 
my pupils more than one of those fantastic little symbols ~hlch 
were once so fashionable as m~ssages of love from older lovers 
than these under my care. 
"I wouldn't do it, my dear," said good, motherly Mrs. Blake-
ly, at my boarding place that evening, "If you let them have a 
box, they will get toolish notions in their little heads, and boys 
and girls commence flirting too e.arly anyway, nowadays. You 
ought not to encourage it in primary children." 
"I don't agree with you exactly," I replied, "Even if Carlie 
or Harry does send a valentine to Katy or May" it will be as in-
nocently as they would give a 'bite' of candy or a sled-ride." 
"Well;! suppose some of them should put some of th05e coarse, 
penny valentines into the box," urged Mrs. Blakely. 
"They will not do it. I talked to them about those abomina-
tions and asked them if they thought them pretty. No, indeed, 
I believe as, firmly as Dr. Ryder;. himself, in educatinglthe es-
< . , • 
thetic nature of the rising generation as a preventive of gross-
ness. I think that if I had any money to give away, I should 
expelld it in adorning public school-rooms with beautiful pictures 
and in ornamenting all the belongings of the school house an 
grounds. So, I think that if I send home to-morrow night forty-
nine little children with happy hearts and each with a pretty 
picture, I shall do so much toward elevating their taste; and if ' 
behind the pictures are printed some nonsensical rhymes, what 
hurt will it do? At worst, the verses will only be vows of con-
stancy and protestations of undying affection, and those articles ' 
are not so common that it will harm the baby minds to hear of 
their existence." . 
So we had our valentine·box at school; and now I am coming 
to the part of the story particularly interesting to you, my bright-
eyed little Maggie, or Georgie, or Fanny. -Lulu Camden is as 
blue eyed curly haired, sweet a little sunbeam as ever brightened. 
a home or cheered a teacher's heart. But, I am very sorry to say, 
Lulu's papa had been sick all winter and Lulu's mamma had had 
a very hard time to buy medicine for the' sick man, and food and ' 
clothes for her six dear little children. Of course, mamma 
Camden felt that even a penny for valentin~!S was out of 'the 
question and she told Lulu so, and the little girl came to school 
that cold February morning with a very sober face under her 
blue hood. 
"My mamma says I can't have any valentines," she whispered 
to me as I held her blue fingers over the register. "But I'm net, 
going to cafe very much 'cause valentines aren't very'poitant, 
are they?" 
A' sudden memory came to me of a pleasure denied me not a 
week before, at which denial I had chafed and scolded till I made 
myself and family uncomfortable, but my brave Lulu did not 
-know why I kissed so tenderly that 'cold little hand in mine. 
The "bright idea" that had come to me tpe night before 
seemed wonderfully mean to me n9w . . I had really planned to _ 
give away any I might receive from my pupils and so save buy- ' 
ing any for the children, put now, relenting, I despatched iny 
"biggest boy" with a private note to the notion·store· man. which-
insured his return, laden with a large mysterious package.' 
When Lulu came to school that afternoon, her face was radi-
ant: 
t<Mamma made me one, for a s'prise after I had come aWIlY 
this morning and -I want to give it to you: See '" and opening -
the precious package she revealed to my waiting eyes, whiCh 
which grew suddenly wet as I looked', a pitiful httle scrap ,o"f pa-
per, bearing upon it one of those tiny decorative pictures, so 
muoh used in scrap-book making. . , . 
Whether mamma Camden did it "a purpose," as the children 
say; or not, I don't know, but the picture W2.3 a tiny bunch oi-' 
pansies, and I kIssed my little "Content" for the second tIme 
that day . . 
"But when tDe pie was op:ned, 
The birds began to sing" 
sang Mother Gopse, but she had not lived to see the opening' of 
our valentine box, or she had n:::ver immortalized that pie. The 
joy and songs and fun over Ii;at box wouid hav.e been far mOlie 
worthy her facire pen. All my labor of directing and sealing , 
envelopes and preventing surreJ'ltitieus "peeps" counted as noth-
. ing in my enjoyment of the happy child-faces abeut me. 
And my joy was full when I heanl Lulu Camden laughing ov~ 
five of the prettiest valentines the box contained. Truly, the 
patron saint of the day had foun'd 'a worthy object for.his benefi- . 
cence. 
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AS THEY AVERAGE. 
-The average boy believes that he may be happy when he is a 
. man, and can do as he likes; the average man finds that he 
cannot do as he likes, and sighs to think he was not aware of the 
fac~ when he was a boy. 
The average maiden imagines that most husband.s are indiffer-
ent to their wives, and that a wife may keep a man a lover until 
he is old enough tQ 'die; the average wife finds it ab0ut all she 
can do to bear and train her children, cook, wash, sew, keep her 
house in "half-decent order," and twice a year visit her mother 
who'lives six mil~s away. 
The average teacher imagines that never yet W'lS one so tried 
as he, nor had a harder lot, and endured it better. 
The average parent of the average scholar thinks that in some 
things the present teacher might be improved on. 
The average spinster believes that nobody but herself knows 
just how to bring up children; while the aged grandmother 
realizes that most people have to bring up at least two before 
: they can know how to br'ing up one properly. . 
The average man or woman who has never had the care of 
children, wonders "how people can have their houses so cluttered 
up and budgets in every chair," and they imagine that a person's 
bump of order must be small indeed ' who cannot successfully 
manage, by moral suasion, any five ordinary boys and girls. 
Those who love and have the care of children, know that they 
are not like grown people, but must have both playthings and 
pets, and physical as well as mental exercise, even though there 
may be a budget in every chair, and muddy footprints on the 
- floor. So it comes to pass, that on an average, each is happy 
, in his own conceit, and would not change himself, his views, and 
his, lot III life, with any man.-The Teacher. 
THE TEACl{ERS' MEETING. 
SAID TO DE "A GOOD STORY." 
There is a ~ertain instructor 'in a certain ' state normal school not a thousand 
, miles from Illinois, of whom a good story is told. It seems that once upon a 
time this gentleman advised his cl~s in ancient history to bring to him a short -
-time 'before examinati()n day, slips of paper upon which should be written 
-topics upon which they felt a triHe weak, these to be read, anonymously, to 
the class for the general edIfication or'the same and as an incentive to "meth~d 
in the' madness" of their foreordained "cramming." It entered into the mrs: 
chievous mind of a lI!ember of the class to institute a system of tactics which 
'resulted in the learned ,professor finding upon .his desk next morning a miscel-
laneous assortment of topics in variou>ly disguised chirographies upon which 
-: certain unknown students professed to be "weak." 
They were of this style: 
"Weak on Hercules," 
"Weak on the Golden Fleece," 
'Weak on Jason," 
~'Weak on The Ram," 
"Weak on' Alexander," 
"Weak on Gre~ce." 
Professor --- looked them over solemnly and conducted the recitation-
in iti uinal order without reference ·to the proposed new topical review: As 
the recitation-hour neared its '110,~, he 6rcerl his ~ray eyes. upon a certain se 
date student and said in the peculiar way whIch all who have ever responded 
to this invitation from him will recognize : 
",Siep?ing to the boa~d for ij:\e, if you please." 
The sedate student q",ietly ooer ed. 
"Throw on a map of Macedon and the Peloponnesu<." 
- The sedate student seized the chal,k and "threw on" the required outline. 
The bell, calling the' classes to .the Assembly-nom, sO..lnd~d, 
Qiloth th~ Prof~ssor, with a suspicion ~f a twi~kle' in his ~ye, "Very good 
fOI Macedon, but you seem.to be 'we"ak on' tlls;pe~insula. You are like .some 
other· people. You give us a great ceal of Turkey but very little Greece." 
There was a general laugh, but the Professor only said grav<.:\y, in his usual 
participial style: "Erasing, if you please. Class passing out rapidly." 
To the Editors Of the Wukly: 
I agree with the B)ston correspondent of the WEEKLY, who s,pme time ago 
asked that its editors devote one department t) the "jewels" of educational 
thought, found among their readings by student teachers. T eachers will reo 
member these trite and well-expressed maxims when the great mass of profes-
sional reading has passed .out of mind. \Ve retain the text when the sermon 
is forgotten. 
Many of these happy thoughts are so lengthy, however, that we -might tax 
the patience of the good ·natured editor.; were we to send extracts verbatim et 
literatim of our reading. L '!t us in such cases send "samples" and retain the 
main stock-" subj ect to order." 
I have been puzzling over that large class of educators called "InnovJ.tors," 
and have extracted ten vital principles of teaching, which all alike advance. 
This qose may be labeled "EKtract of Innovator" and is warrantl'd a s~e ' / 
cure far that disease known as "Bad teacher." . 
I. Education is development, not acqui;ition. 
2. Sense culture is .an im;lO rtant aid tu progress. 
3. Music and drawing are a means 01 sense culture. 
4. Learn little at a time, but that 'littl e thoroughly. 
5. Memorize only what is understood. 
6. What is pleasing is easily learned, 
7. Self-activity is the source of progre;s . 
8. What is properly known can be properly expressed. 
9. Ideas first, then words. 
10_ The physical as well as the mental man is to be educated. 
MILWAUKEE, Jan. 28, 1880. X. 
WHlCH FIRST-;-SYNTHES IS OR ANALYSIS? 
To the Editors of the Weekly: 
In your issue of Jan, 23 (p. 29), I observe the following 4!ducational "prin- . 
ciple :"' "First synthesis, then analysis, not the order of the subject but the 
order of nature." 
I confess my inability to understand either the meaning, or the mode of ap-
plication, of this principle; and I shall be under great.obligations if some one 
of your readers will answer the following queries: 
L What is the "order of nature ?" 
2. What is the "order 01 the subject ?" 
3. What is the psychological basis of ~his principle? 
4. How shall we apply this principle in giving first instruction in reading? 
AN INTERESrED READER. 
A PLEA FOR PROFESSIONAL ZEAL. 
It seems to me that teachers in general take too Iowa view of educational 
journals. At the association ~eld at Lansing, Dec. 29-31, 1879, all sorts of 
flimsy excuses were given for riot subscribing for THE EoClcATIONAL 'WEEK-
YY or MONTHLY. One did not like it because of the war against ".Dotj," 
and so much "Chicago;" another thought it was loo expensive, and another 
could lilid nothing in it worthy of his time to read, Now I take ~he ground 
that an educational journal published for any given locality should be a fair 
exponent of the views of those for whom it is published: Any body of intel-. 
ligent men should be ashamed to find fault with a thing of their own mold-
ing. If the WEEKLY !1-nd MONTHLY have not been what Michigan teachers 
have desired .. what have Michigan teachers been about, that they have no ' 
remedied this state of things? 
-I asked a teacher to-day to renew her subscription, and re.:ei ved a short 
"no." I ~ked fora reason, and the reply was "want of time." In my heart 
I felt an exceeding pity for that teacher, mingled with a strong per cent of 
disgust. The fact is, o.ne of the great needs of the hour is. a broader cul-
ture; mind coming in contact with mind, and we can do this in no other way 
than the taking of some journal in onr line of work. 1 would not employ a 
physician to prescribe for my family, who did not keep pace with the litera-
. ture of his profession. Neither would I employ a lawyer to defend me in 
the courts, unless I knew him to be alive to the passing hour. Teachers need 
to wake up in this direction, and not plead any excuse, except a don't· care 
spirit, and a realla~k of interest in Iheir work. I am definitely sure that I 
have received full payment, in a single copy of the WEEKLY, for my entire 
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year's subscription; and it would ill become me to do wilhout so good at 
-riend. I gave the Wisconsin and Illinois Examinations to my 9th, 1O:h, 11th, 
12th grades. two questions a day, and found it one of the best of tests of their 
ability and scholar. hip. And so I have been able to utilize something from 
each number I receive. Some things we can take in Allopathic doses, and 
some we need to take in Homceopathic; ard if we are not able to discrimi· 
nate in regard to our needs, we are not fit to teach. 
As teachers, let us have a theory and sit in the center of it; and then let 
us use all means that will give us any added power in our work. As Michi· 
gan teachers, shall we not reach out towards each other in all directions, clasp 
hands for a forward movement, and as each feels the pulsation of the other, 
let a new resolve fill our zouls, that 1880 shall see better work at our hands 
than any year previous in aU our lives; that we will so belt our Peninsular ' 
state with earnest workers in (jur profession, that ignorance and vice shall 
flee before the advancing signal of knowledge, and that noble men and wo-
men may be the harvest of our labor. N . H. WALHRIDGE. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
ILL INOIS-CIR CULA R-ll . 
REPORTS OF FINES AND FORFEITURES . 
DEPARTMENT OF PUHLlC INSTRUCTION. 
To County Snperintendents.· 
SPI{ INGFIELI?, ILL_, Jan. 13, 1880. 
Section eighty-two of the school law requires a report of fines and forfeit-
ures to be made under oath, annu311y, by the justice of the peace, clerks of 
courts of record, and the prosecuting attorney, in every county, to the county 
superintendent. The form in cqmmon use for this report has appended to it 
a certificate to be signed by the officer, in substance as lollows : 
STATE OF ILLINOIS, } I, .. •.••.• on oath, say the ab:> e 
. '. . . . .. County, ss. 
statement by me rendered is correct, and includes all moneys belonging to the 
school fund since my last report. 
This ..... day of ...... 18 . 
. . .. : .... J. P. 
I am advised Ihat snch a certificate is not sufficient to comply with the law 
above referred to, and I recommend that the following form, or an equivaJen_ 
" ther~to, be adopted by all ho have been accustomed to use the above form, 
or any form without a jurat: 
-. . . . . . Illinois _ . . _ . _ 188 - • 
To _ . . . . County S"peri"tmdmt oj'. . . . County. 
The f~regoing is an itemi~ed and c.orrect statement of all tines, penalties, 
and forfeItures Imposed and IDcurred 11\ my court; ami also of all fines pen-
alties, and forfeitures collected by me, since. . . . . . . ., 18. .', ar.d 
tbe names of the officers charged Witll the collection thereof. • J . P. 
STA.TE OF ILLI NOIS, } 
• . • . .. County, ss. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me. . . . . . a. • • .• . of said 
county, of. . . . ' .. tbis .. '" . day 01 . .. A. D . 188 . 
'Very truly yours, 
JAMES P. SLADE, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction; 
NEBRASKA-WHO MAY VOTE ATSCHOOL MEETINGS. 
OPINION OF ATTORNEY GENERAL. 
I . . That by the laws of this state, "Every mille citizen and unmarried woman 
of the age of 2 I year" reSiding in the district and owning property therein 
which is taxable for school purposes in such school district, shall be ~ntitled 
to vote in any 'distri!:t meeting.'" That is, if the' person be a male, he must be 
a citizen-21 years of age-must reside in the district, and must own property 
In such diS"trict which is taxable for school purposes. If he ~o>sesses all these 
qualifications he is entitled to vote at any ~chool-meeting. 
2. The length of time a man may reside in a school district do~s not con_ 
fer upon him the right to vote at a sclt001-meeting un Ie,s he p05sess the quali-
fication above stated. 
3· When a per.;on comes into the state from another state, with property, at 
any time of the year, he will be entitled to vote at sch901-tneetings, and sign 
petitions in his scllOol district ~ s soon as his property becomes liable to taxa-
tion in his school district, provided It.:: possesses the other qualifications; of 
age, citizenship, and residence. . 
4 , Where a pe~n mov~s into a school district arter th~ 1St or M!rch, with 
, froperty,- the property is not liable to taxation for that year in that district, but 
is Ib.ble in the di , trict where he resided with his property on the first day of 
. March of each year: The sb~-months clause in the general election does not 
apply to the' qualifications of yoters at a school-meeting. In the latter case it 
appears to proceed on the theory that those who will have to pay the expenses 
should do the voting and have the management of the expenditure of their 
money in the district. C. J. DILWORTH, Attorney Genet:al. 
January 2, 1880. 
RULINGS ON THE SCHOOL-LA W. 
BY STATE SUPERINTENDENT THOMPSON. 
137· The school-board cannot compel children attending school to procure 
and use other books than thl?se on state list. The school law ilo~ here give 
the dhtrict-board the right to adopt or select school books. Sec. 91 devolvE's 
this duty on the State Superintendent. In answer to frequent complaints Of 
the "continual change of- text-books," I take occasion to say that all such . 
changes are without authority of law-in defiance of law, indeed. 
138. When a teacher should be paid depends entirely on the terms of the 
contract, which should always include this item. Teachers may be' hired by 
the month, day, or year, as the bJard prefers and the teacher agrees. When 
the times of payment are not specified, monthly payments would De under-
stood, usually. 
139. School-bo,'.rds have the same right to furnish text-books for use,in the 
school as any other "apparatus," that is when the district has voted a tax for 
tbe purchase of "apparatus and text·books." 
140. Great loss has often occurred from the waut of suitable books in which 
to keep a record of the district business. It will be found economy to furnish 
school officers with all needed helps for the discharge of their lawful duties. 
141. A teacher discharged from the school should be paid to day of his dis-
missal-no longer. 
142. The teacher's right to inflict corporal punishment in school isnot con-
ferred by statute but has been repeatedly affirmed by the courts. But the 
teacher may be held responsible for any abuse of this prerogative, such as 
cruel and unusual modes of punishment, or that which is disproportioned to 
the offense. No general rules can be laid down, but each individual Case 
must be judged on its merits. 
143. Where one member uf a school board leaves the district, or a vacancy 
in the board occurs in any way, it is not legal for tbe remaining members of 
the board to go on and. do business. They should tirst have the third member 
appointed or elected, and then transact the business. 
144. The director and moderator have no t!~bt to give orders on the co~nty 
treasurer to any person but the district treasuter, and if they are given the 
county treasurer should not pay them. . • 
145. It is not iUega:! for a county superintendent to engage in teaching, 
provided his work in his office is not sufficien to occul'Y all his time. 'in all 
the larger counties there is enough legitimate and necessary. work to occu.p.Y ' 
the whole of a county superintendent's time; but whenever he finqs it neeea'-
sary to engage in ~ome, ot~er. employment, teachil\g is on many a~countl! the 
most desirable. A superintendent who teaches a part of the year, will be 
quite as likely as any other to keep himself in sympathy with the !!ducational 
spirit of his country, and keep up his appreciation of the difficulties under 
whi~h teachers labor. 
146. Should it be neces,ary to divid~ a district whJle 'school is in s~ion, -
the county superintendent can and should so ar,range it that the contract made 
'with the teacher may be carried out in good faith. 
NATIONAL EDUCA TIONAL ASSOCIATION. . 
DEPAR TMEST OF SUPERINTENDENCE. 
i'i.. spec.ial Meeting of the Department or Su? er,ntenden e W Ill be held in the 
Lecture Room of the Congregational Church, Tent~ an,! G Streets, Wash(ng:-
ton, D. c., beginning on Thursday, February 19th at 10 A. M., and continu-
ing two days. . , • 
A preliminary meeting, for consultation only, will be held in one of the 
parlors of the Ebbitt House, at 8 o'clock on the evening of Wednesday, F~b. 
ruary 18th. The presence of all active members of the. Association wJi:o may, 
then be in WasiJingtQn, and 'their friends, is earnestly desired' at ihiS in~ormal 
meeting. . 
1t is hoped every State in the U nion ~ill be represented on -this oCcasion; 
when circumstances prevent the State Supel'intendent from being 'present in 
person, he is requested to procure a substitute. ~lie ~uccess of the !DGV~~tcJ • 
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in contemplation depends largely on our ability to enlist the sympathy and 
secure tbe co-operation oftbe representatives of puhlic opinion in every part 
of tbe country. 
The Trustees of the Peabody Fund will meet in Washington on the ISth of 
February; and the Department expects valuable aid from these gentlemen in 
at least one of tneir pr"j , cts:-the d .stribution of the proceeds of the public 
lands among the several Scates for edt:catlonal purposes. 
In addition to Reports of Cvn:mittees, addresses or papers are expected 
from the following gentlemen: 
Dr. Barnas Sears, on the Work of the Peabody Fund. Dr. D. C. Gilman, 
of Baltimore, on UniveYJity Education. Hon. Wm H . Ruffner, of VIrginia, 
and Hon. Gustavus G. Orr, of Gevrgia, on The Educational Wants o.f the 
South. Hon. Thos. W . Bicknell, on the proposed National Council of E du· 
cators. Dr. W. T. Harris, of St. L ouis, on 7 h~ Census of .S80 .from at! Ed· 
ucationalstandpoi"t. Prof. Blltterfi~ld, of B 'ston, on Visible Speec/,. H on. 
J. H. Smart, of Indiana, on Stat~ Systems o.f E ducation. Hon. J. P. Wick· 
ersham, of Pennsylvania, on Tlte Relations of E ducation to Crime. Superin. 
tendent Parker, of Qllincy, Mol~S., on The N~w Departure in tl,e Quincy 
Scho~ls. Hon. J. D. Pnilbnck, of B ,ston, on bzdustn'al and Technical E d· 
tldatio1Z. C. D R:lndall, Esq., of Coldwater, Mich, on The Education of 
Chi/dre~ who a re Neglccted bv their' ·Pa~mts. Hon. J. W. Dickinson, of 
Mass., on The High School Question. 
This program is to be regarded as preliminary and liable to some modifica-
tions boto as to speakers and subjects. 
The headquarters of the Department will be at the Ebbitt House. The 
charge for boarding to members will be from $2 to $2.50 a day according to 
. the location of rooms. M. A. ·NEWELL, Presidmt. 
BALTIMORE, January 7, ISSO. 
ILINOISSTATE lEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
COMPARATIVE EXAMINATIONS. 
At the recent meeting of the Illinois State Teachers' Association, the re-
sults of the last Comparative Examinati ns were placed on exhibition and a 
brief report thereon was presented by the committee. The Association voted 
to continue the examinations but decided that this year the work should be 
confined 'entirely to the ungraded schools. 
The examinations will be held on two consecutive Fridays, February 20th 
and 27th. February 20th the schools WIll be examined in Arithmetic, Geog. 
raphy, and Language; and on the 27th in U. S, History, Common Things, 
Letter.Wrlling, Pt!nmanship, and Spdling. 
To facilitate bmding and arranging for exhibition, all examination papers 
should be of uniform sIze. The committee recommend half sheets S~XII 
inches-the size of this sheet-with a margin on the first page of I j( Inches' 
on the lelt and j( of an inch on the right, while on the second page the mar-
gin must be • j( inches on the right and J( of an inch on the left, so that 
turning the sheet t,o write on the second page, it may be turned as the leaf of 
book is turned, reversmg the sides and not the ends. . 
If printed headings are used, they should be arrange.l to embody the fol. 
. lowing: . 
Name •.••.••.• Dist. No. . • . ... . County. 
. Age •...••• .• , Township. . • . Teacher. 
All papers should be written with ink. Fuller directions will be sent with . 
the qu~stions. . . 
The questions for the examinations will be obtained by the teachers through 
t'leir county superintendents. 
Each teacher who receives this circular, if he decides that his school will 
attempt the examination, will please notify his county superintendent at once, 
. in order that he may inform the state superintendent how many sets of ques. 
tions will be needed in the county. 
The questions will be printed an i distributed to the schools free of charge, 
but all other expenses must be borne by the several schools. If the teachers 
will provide the paper, the cost need not exceed three cents for each pupil 
examined. 
The papers should be forwarded to the county superintendent within a 
week after the examinations. 
The teacher should place all the papers in the same study together, arrang· 
ed in the order of ment placing the best uppermost; for example, place all 
the arithmetic papers frdm the whole school together; the best on top, the 
second best next, the third next, and so on. 
The same with all other studies. This will enable the county superinten. 
dent to select such a per cent of the best paper. as he may choose without 
further examination. 
-1 lu popu should 1/ot be .folded nor rolled. 
.The county ~uperintendent, assisted by a comrr. ittee of his teachers, should 
examtne, arrange, and bmd together the papers from his county,:or such part 
of them as may be recommt!nded by the committee, in some form convenit!nt 
fOl: exhl~ition. Copies of the examillation qUt!stions shou,d be bound in with 
the papers. Extra copies will be furnished to the county superintendent for 
this purpose. • 
Three annual examinations have now been held and, on the whole, have 
been found prufitable. Not the lea, t of the many advantages that have re-
sulted· from them is the fact that teachers are made to realize that their puptls 
need to be drilled in the art of expressing their thougl:ts clearly and accu· 
rately on paper. It is hoped that every county will be fully represented in 
the exhibit which is to be made at the next annual meeting of Ihe State Teach-
ers' A'sociation. It is believed that all earnest teachers and superintendents 
have confidence enough in the character of their work and that of their pu· 
pils to be willmg to have them participate in this examination, and thus show 
just what they can do. 
County superintendents and teachers will confer a favor by seeing that the 
press throughout the state gives notice of the examination. 
{
JOHN P. YODER, Danvers, 
Committee: R. WILLIAMS, Farm Ridge, 
S. B HOOD, Sparta. 
\ 
PREPARE FOR EXAMINATIONS. 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE TEACHING PROFESSION. 
THE NORMAL QUESTION BOOK, 
Prepared expressly .for the use of Teachers in preparing .for exa1Jlitlations. 
Contains nearly four thousand questions and answers on the common school 
branches, arranged in a systematic and philosophical order. The Questions 
are such as to bring out the most d .fficult points in each ~ubject and the An-
swers are taken from the best authorities, with the name of the author, the 
page, and paragraph from which each answer is taken. 
The Questions and Answers are classified as follows: 
Questions on Orthography. 
Answers to Questions on Orthography. 
Questlons on Reading. 
Answers t:J Questions on Reading. 
Questions on Arithmetic. 
Answt:rs to Questions on Arithmetic. 
Questions on Grammar. 
Answers to Quesllons on Grammar. 
Questions on U. S. History. 
Answers to Questions un U. S. History. 
Questions on Geography. 
Answers to ·Questions on Geography. 
Questions on Mathematical Geography. 
Answers to QlIestions on Mathematical Geography. 
Questions on Physical Geography. 
Answers to Q lestions on Physical Geography. 
Questions on Physiology . 
Answers to Questions on Physiology. 
Questions on The?ry and Practice of Teaching . 
Answers to QuestIOns on Theory and Practice of Teaching. 
Questions on Civil Government. 
Answers to questions on Civil Government. 
The work was prepared e~pressly for the use of teachers in preparing for 
examinations; and is also adapted to the use of Common Schools, High 
Schools, and Institutes for daily, weekly, and monthly reviews. With an Ap-
pmdix , containing O;ltlines of InfinitIVes, PartiCiples, and Analysis in Gram-
mar"Percentage in Arithmetic, Theory and Practice of Teaching, Map Draw-
-ing, A Scale of Criticism, A Program of Studies and Recitations, Rules to be 
Observed During Examination, and Hints and Suggestions on the Preparation 
of MSS., Topic List for the Study of Geography, etc. By far the most com-
plete and valuable work of the kind ever issued from the press. 
AN IMMENSE SALE. 
We belive that this book is destined to have a greater sale than any other 
work of the kind yet ·published. The first edition and all but a few copies of 
the second edition were sold before a single copy of tire book had been reo 
ceived from the· hand of the printer. 
Orders were received for it frllm nearly every state and territory in tlie 
Union, from Canada and from England, previous to the day of publication, 
Nicely and elegantly bound in cloth with gilt back and side·stamp printed 
in superb style on heavy white bJok paper and contains 406 pp. Price, only 
'$1.50. Send orders to 
S. R. WlNC~ & CO., Chlcaco, ID. 
• I 
Feb 5, T8SoJ The Educational W~eklY. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
B!\CK NU1tlBERS of the WSSKLV will be furnished for ten cents each until the supply is exhausted. In ordering a change in u e addreslj ,of your paper. always 
giv . the ~osloflice and stat '/rti": which you wish tbe ad-
dress changed. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), "2 .50' If P~fld in adv4~nce ... ~. ~. 
Six months 20 Nos.), 1 .50 • u ' i-
Three months ( 10 Nos) .75. . . 5 
Each l\'l on1hly Edition. socc'Ots a year 10 advance. 
1 'he numb r on each subscribc:r's addres!t-bbc:1 !'thaws ~hen 
the !'ub~crJPtion will eJipirc, whether . t ha!t been paid or 
ch:,:~~~~ances should he scnt by re~i~tt! red. le! tcr, draft. or 
oSlOfit .:e money orfie:r . p ayable to S . R \\ INC .. BLL & <;0. 
p Do '1 ,1t u",d Bank CluckJ', J )u)' cost us IS C(llts II/lece 
"-0,. col/ectiol". 
ADVRRTTSING RATUS FOR SINGLE INS HRTIO"" : 
' Full ()ut<lde .. :.ge .• __ .~o.oo \ On<.h. lfC,·lumn \5 in.) $7.50 
Full Inside Page . .....• ···30oo I hn:t: Inches . . __ •... .... 5.00 
One.half I· side Page . _ 18 00 I nch Cards .. . •••.••. ..• - 1.75 
Ful l Column 10 in.) t o ' 14 . 00 I Per L He .. . . •••••• ••••• ••• .15 
.Special .. ~otit.::cs, 40 cents p~lIIe by count. 
DISCOUNTS: 
2 insertions 10 per 
4 ., 20 u 40 " ~ so 
cent. I 20 insertions -40 I!~r c:~t. 
JO 30 " 
Advertisements run"l,,,C' one manti" or 1nr- re nre p"o-
lirlt d in all the ~evell, 1f.tJntldy edit/ol"s without extra 
elt.a ·ge. Copr.s~ould be received by Saturday noon, previous to 
date 0 bsue . 
Each advertis ing page of THR EDUCATI ONA L WF.EKLY 
contains th tce columns, each column tt:n inches, and one 
inch twelve h oes . 
No ad vertisement will be i oserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from s trdogcl s ml1~ t be paid mouthly in adavnce. 
Address all communications to 
.S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Publishers, 
Ashland Block, Chical:o, III. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-Teachers are warned against giving money for 
subscriptic.ns to this paper to any stranger who 
cannot show written authority from the publishers. 
FROM OUR SUBSCRJBERS. 
Now and then a subscrib~r complains of some-
thing i~ the W EEKLY, and it may be says "Stop 
my paper," but most are so well s\lti>fied with the 
paper as a whole that they tol~rat~ an occasional 
idiosyncrasy (for the WEEKLY has them). One 
letter this week talks as f'll1ows: . 
"As No. ISO is my last number you will find en-
clostd a mont:y order for $l.50. I like to pay for 
b ,oks and j 'lUrnals which are useful, and for the 
WEEKLY I am very well pleased to pay the above 
amuunt, and would send you ten dollars if I had 
the money." 
Another from away down in the "Pine Tree 
State," writes as' follows: 
"I have been a constant reader of the WEEKLY 
since it came under the present management, and 
have learnt:d to value it above all otht:r education-
al j 'Jurnals in this country within my li.nowlt:dge;, 
and it has long been my good fortune to have con-
stant access to the most of our lead' ng periodicals 
of the kind. * * * I am fully supported in' 
in these views by all enlightened teachers who 
read your journal and with whom I come in con-
·tact." 
And one nearer home says: "I never read a 
teacher's journal that has done me the good 
,the WEEKLY has. I trust it will (and I'm 
not despondent) stick to the track though many 
a Vaile (vale) intervene • . Send me ll; lew extra 




AN old phYSIcian, rellred <rom pructice . having had placed 
in h,s hands by dn East India missionary th< formul a of a 
simple vcgt:table remeJy for the spet:dv and permanent cure 
for Lonsumption Kronchitis . Catarrh, A:,thma, and ail 
Throa t and ,Lung 'Affc:ctlons, also ~ po:,itiye al}d rad ica l cure 
for Nervous Debility and a l\ Nervou, Complaint', afle r hav-
ing tested ItS wo derful curative powers In thou:,~nds of 
ca.e., has fclt It h ,s duty to make it known to h,s suffering 
t: 1lows. Actuated by by this motive and a desi re to re ieve 
human suff ring, I will ::.cnd (rt:c of charge to a ll who deSIre 
it, thi .. recipe. in German, Frt;nch, or ElIglish. wil h f~ 1 
air~ction~ for prepari ng ap t! using ~ Sent by mail by addre~Q 
sing With stam .... , naming this paper, W. W. SHKJtAR, I4-
.pvw.r.' Block, Roe/k.t.r, oN. 1': ' 
1 • 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
I OWA' COLLEGE, Grinnell, Ivwa . For cataloj;l!e, etc., addrcss the President, Gao.F.MAGOUN, D .D Lchy 
C' HA A DLER SCIENTIFIC DEPT. of Danmouth College Libera l Education on a scientific b~ls . Addres,", Prof. ·E. R. RUGGLBS, H anovt:r, N . • i . cpe 
F RO CBEf- K INf)E " GJ.RTFN AND SCHOOL, Mrs A B. SCI 'TT, comer Prairie Avenue and Twenty-
second ~treet. Chicago. . 
1 L L INtJ I::' INDUSTRIAL UNIVEJ{SJ1 Y, Cham-paign, 111 . , J . M. Gregory toLL. D., Regent. College 
of Agriculturt:, College of .t..ngincers, College of Nat-
lI1al SCiences, College of Literature and Arts. Fa ll term 
begins Sept. 11, ,877. rtf] 
S T MAR Y'S S CH OOL . Kno.n,jlle,lllinois . . A Board-ing ~choo l tor Girls; Flr~t-clas~ throughout : a s'lfe Christian home . with the beSt advantage~ of education. 
Refel ence is made to patrons In nea rly evt:ry city in the 
West !tfJ C. W LBPPINGWKLL, 1).0, Rector . 
LASELL SEMINARY For Young Women . Auburndale (near Boston,) Mass. Homelike, practical, thorough Parents seek ing a first-cl~s Ea~tern ~chool, send for 
catalogue. [cpr] C. C. BRAGDON, Principal. 
N ORTHWESTE RN COLLEGE Naperville, III., for both sexes . FuU Classical, SCientific, Gennan, Business, and Art Courses, with PreparalOry Dep't. 
Unparal leled cheapness. Rev. A . A. Smith, A . M., Prest. 
For full informallon address Rev. Wm. Huelster, Treas. ICp] 
S YRACUSE UNIVERMTY, at Syracuse. N Y. The University has now th following departments 10 ~p­
eratlon: CoII_ge of Liheral Arts-E. O. Haven D . 
D ., LL. D ., Chancellor. Medical College-F. Hyde, M:D., 
Dean College 0/ Fine Arts--G. F. Comfort, A . M ., Dean. 
For Annuals and other information, apply to E . O. HA-
VRN , Chancellor . 
H I GH SCHOOL DEPARTMENl of State Normal UUlversi ty . Special attentIOn is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates hav~ enter· 
ed H arvard, and othel fir.,t-class colleg~, without conditions. 
The English course presents rare: opportunities to young men 
preparmg for bllsiness, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. For further mformation address E. J. James, 
Ph. D., Normal, 1U. 
I LLINOI::' SlATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOI the special preparation of teachers. The full course 01 
study requires three years . Tuition free to those who 
pledge themselves to teach In the state; to others, ~30 per 
year. Hil" Senool Department offers the best advantages 
for preparmg for college or for business. Tuition, '30 per 
year. Grammar School Department furnishes excellent 
facilities for cbtaining a good, practical education. Tuition $2~ p~r year. P rimary Dep.artmtnt, a charming place fo; 
he "httlc folks ." Term begms Sept. I, l819. For particu· 
an add ...... Edwin C. Hewett, PresIdent, N onnal, Ill. tf 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, and Ki"dergart", Trai .. ing Scliool. Reorganized WIth full faculty. Three full courses, one, two, and three years respect-
lvely, together with State B oard o/lnstnlCtzon, composed 
of SIX leading Superintendents and 1>rofessors in the state-
six courses of lectures , one week each, commencing July 7 
a nd closing witn graduating exercises, Aug. 15,1879. ' 
Kinaergarte1t 'lnd Training Class, open at 156 Hnron 
St., Clevetand, 0., from October to AJ'ril; and at Worth-
ington from April to Ootober : with privilege (to ladies) of 
entering a t any time, and completing _ the course at· eltber 
place. Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Mrs . A. B. OGDIIN, Kindergartner Worthington O. 
Prospect St., Cleveland, O. 
Primary Teachers! 
THE BOOK YOU NEED, 
How to Teach Elnnenfary ArithmetIC. 
Crube'& Met;hod 
Of Teaching Arithmetic explained, with a la rge number of 
Practical Hints and II ustrations, 
By Prof. Louis Soldan, Pri .. ci/>.al I//I"e Normal School, 
, St. Louis~ MlJ. 
~ 
Many ~eachers know of "Grube·. Method" by the hearing 
of the ear. They wlil be thankiul for the day whIch fi .. t 
gave them a elear understanding of it. H<re it IS in full, by 
one of the most eminent and succes~ful teachers 10 the COUD-
try. Price, in paper cov~rs, 20 cents; in flexible c;loth. 30 
cents, postpaid. No free copics for examination.OI' rates 
for Introduction. 
S. R. WIN<;HELL & CO., Chicalto. 
SCHOOL IIOTTOES. 
THfRTY MUT'l OES AND 1HE LURo'S PRAYER 
Twelve Cards printed on both sides. Choice Extracts as 
sub-Mottoes. Size of card, 7~X'4. . 
Prlce-O,.. Dollar.-Poslpaid to. any /lddress, $I.ro. 
The best tmted 6-Ply Card Board. Colora ..... Salmon and 
Green. The best book ink ,!sed. BI.ack type, bold an.d at· 
Jractive. ~lie most desIrable set yet ISsned. • 





The Only Remedy 
THAT ACTS AT THE SAME TIllE ON 
THE LIVER, 
THE BOWELS, 
and the K BONEYS. 
This combined action gives it won--
derful j1OWIY/' to cure aU d,sca8cs. 
Why .!!!. ~ Sick? 
---Because we allow these great organs 
• • 
to become cWfJged or to l']Jid, and 
poisonous humor.HM'e tltl'.1'ejore forced 
into the bloud t"at should be e:cpetled y y natu1·ally. 
~ ~'P~6~tI'~~tJf!e: l 
'··~·~$'p,.7:,:' .• _,~ " '. '_ •• ' ... .... . ,... ..•• ' 
IllJ.IOllSNESS. PIT,ES, CONSTIPA'fION, 
IUDNJo;Y CO~IPJ,.uXTS\... URIN AllY 
DI';;EASES, FE~IA I,r; WEAK· 
NESSES. AND NEItVOUS 
D ISOltDEUS, 
mJ causing f ree action of these organa 
and 1'estmiILg thei1' power to tlwow off 
disease. 
WIl Y Sutrpr 1l11l(\n~ lllllnA "nil "clleA' 
WI,y tormen t,',1 with Pile., ConSIII'Iltion' 
Why fdghtcncd o v"rdisorderetl K d "eys ' 
Wit)' endure nervous or sick helldllch~sl 
Wh)' have sleepless nights 1 
Use KIDNEY WORT and rejoice In 
lteaUh. It fa a. dn;, vegetable compound and 
One 1'Ilckap will make .b: qtaof Medicine. 
Get i t Of lIo·tr Drugo" f., h~ T'l l l Order it for you. PI~ce, $1.00. 




No better acquainta nce nlth the progress , of 
Religion, EduclLtion, Science and Invention, 
can be obtained, Ulan through the medium of ' 
CURRENT 
PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 
We beg· to a nnounce that we have prepared 
A .Oomprehensive Gata/ogue; 
containing a complete list of Amerlcnn and Foreign Serial-
Publications. 
It gives the nature,frequenc), 1// issue, andjrice of Over 
SavlIN HUNDR" D Magazines and . Periodical· , embracing 
each of.the above named, and other departments, classified 
for convenient reference. 
Mailed to any address, on receipt of ten cents in postait' 
stamps. . 
Amm-ican Publication Co., 
357 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS. ' 
Publi.hers' Agents for every class of Magazine, Periodical 
and New.paper. Discount to Libraries, Readi,!g' Roo~. 
and Clubs. 
BINDERS! '-
FO'R SCHOOL BLANKS. 
FIRM, DURABLE, CHEAP. 
Any size to a quarter of an inch. May be uled (or any kind 
or any number of sheets. . . ' : ' 
Prices ,according to sile, -4x6, 20 cents ; 6X9; liS cents; 
7>0.0, 30 cents; 8XI0~ (folded I. tled, 3S cents: 8xr 3 (fOlded 
fool~cal'l, 45 cents; 8]iX ' 4 (legal cap), 50 cents; etc. 
Bend for Descnpt\"e price lis _I B. R. "'INc;:H.El~'bi:-
The . Educational Weekly. [Nuumber 147 
Thompson,Brown & CO. 
HAVE JUST' PUBLISHED 
Bradbury's Eaton's Practical ATithtnetlc, 
combining oral and written work, with new and fr'-sh ex-
amples, adapted to present prices and conditions. AU 
arithmetical subjects not needed in practical life- a re omit-
ted from the main book ~nd placed in the appendix. 
The Metric (decimal) Weights and Measures are placed 
next to U. S. (decimal) Money, and are illustrated from draw-
iogs made of the exact !ize from the government standards . 
Sent for examination on"teceipt of 40 cents. . 
Metric pages on receipt of 3 cent-postage stamp. 
Stone's History of England. 
By G. P. 8tone, LL. D., Supt. of Schools, Springfield, 
Mass. With numerous maps and illustrations . Sent for 
examination on receIpt of 40 cents . . 
TIlden's Musical Guide. 
By W. S. Tilden, late musical dIrector of the ~chools of 
Newton, Mass. The use of this book in ungraded and 
graded schools, will render a series of music-readers un-
uccesc:a,y. 
Sent for examination for 30 cents. 
Attention is also called to 
Bradbury's Eletnentary Algebra and 
Bradbury's Geometry and Trigonometry. 
, A""lt,d a"d used in cities if N,w Enrland ag-fr'g-ating-
mDr' tI""'S·6 Dftl .. city tof>ulation, a>ld very ex-
t~lIsivlly t'n tke smaller towns. 
These books are or m oderate size, but contain enough to 
prepare for any college and give a thorough knowledge of 
the subjects. 
Especial attention is called to the exercises for original 
demonstralion and practical quesl10ns as invaluabie to a prac~ 
tical knowled[Ze of Geometry. 
The University Geotnetry, 
IS on the same plan as the a bove, but contain1 all of plane 
and solid Geometry. 
Meservey's Book-Keeping, 
containing both Single and D ouble Entry. It is based o~ 
the latest business methods, a nd is p ractical throughout. 
It has been extensively introduced into a large number of 
High Schools and Academies throughout the country. 
Sent for clI:amination on receipt of 50 cents. 
Catalogue and circulars descriptIve of above and other ed-
ucational works sent on applicatton. Address 
THOMASH. BUSH, 
70 Metropolitan Block, Chicago. 
Wante((···Live Canvassers 
To handl. an attractive book esptcially useful during the 
political boom of 1880 . . 
EDWARD P. BROOKS & CO., 
164 L a Salle St., Chicago; 
LATEST Elocutionist's Annual (No .. 7\. .00 . page~. Late.t R~adi.gs Djalogues, etc. _ Pubhshedby N atlOnall:ldlo"1 of E locution 
Illld Vratory. Sent postpaid: p aper, 35c ; cloth; 75c. J . W. 
SHOE.MAKER & Co., Nos. 1416and 1418 Chestnut St., Phil-
adClp!lIa, Pa., dealers in Elocutionary Publications. 
H C. KOCH c,. CO., 
• ARCHITECTS AND SUPERlNTENDENTS. 
School Architecture a Specialty. 
Comer WIsconsin St., and Broadway, 
rPfister'1 Block. MILWAUKEE. WIS. 
EDWARD DE ANGUERA'§ 
OONSERVATORY OF ·MUS/O, 
. 103 State Street, 249 Park Ave. 
- Pianos, Vocal Culture, Organ, Violin, Elocution, Violon-
cello, Guitar. Zither, Flute, and Piccolo, Cornet, German 
French,. Italian, and Spanish. Also Harmony €ounter: 
ponh ~·uguc, Composition, Thorough Bass, R~ading at 
~gh't, and all other. branches of Music. 
. &:;~ 
ST. JOSEPH, MO. 
Full particulars sent to any address upon receipt of stamp; 
but no att~ntlon to postals nf specimen hunters. 
THOS. J. BRYANT, Prest. 
Boston, University 
Oft'enin Collei\llte and ~ost.graduate;;tudi';', in Theology, 
'~W', Illld Medicine, the ehoicest of Ea.tern Advan-
" tatre.. Aadrcu TIu Rllut,.a,.. 
• 
. , 
ONLY $1.25 MORE 
Will secure a copy of The National Sunday School Teacher for 1880. The clear 
and analyti~al Class Outlines, the full and attractive Bible Readings, and the rich 
and suggestive Notes and Co~m~nts, make The Teacher one of the best helps in 
the Study, the Prayer .Meetmg, and the SllIlday School. As a Superintendent 
lately wrote us, "The Class Outline alone is worth the price of the magazllle." Reg-
ular price reduced to $1.25 per year. Clubs of 5 or more $1.00 each. Sample free. 
ADAMS, nLACK~IER, & LYON PUB. CO., CHICAGOt ILL. 
For EUROPE and the HOLY LAND. 
THIRD ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION, SUMMER ~ND FALL OF 1880. 
Excursion Tours through ENGLAND, S COTLAN D, HOLLAND, BBLGIUM, GSRMANV, AUSTRA, ITALY, SWITZBRLAHD. 
FRANCK etc. , with Gra nd ,""upplementa ry Ex~urs ions to EgyjJt and Palest ine. All the Great Musical, Art, and EdllCdl-
tional C~ntres of the Old 'Vorld to be visited, including Berlin, Dresden. Leipzig, Prague, Vienna, and other important 
cities omitted in prevIOUS excursions ; a lso, London, Paris, R ome, Naples, and the mos t picturesque scen~ry of all the 
coulltries named, including the most beautIful of the Scotch, Swiss, and Ilalia n La kes . the High Alps of Switzerland, 
several of the grandest Alpme Passes, etc. All tours includefirst -cl •. l.S's travel, hotel accommodations, fees, etc. 
For prices, explanatory p amphlet, and further p articula rs, address 
E. TOURJEE, Music Hall, Boston, Mass. 
H A Summer Jaunt."-A book of 646 pages, with 32 illustra tions, gives a most in ' erestmg account of former 
excurs ion. Price, $2.00, pos t paid. 
CHEAP COPYING· TABLET. 
A NEW AND WONDERFUL INVENTION! 
O:a:EAF~ DURA::SLE~ & EASILY -WORKED-
From 50 to 150 e xcellent copies ca n be ta<en from the first transfer. 
This COPYIr~G TADLRT is invaluable to 8 ; hool Supe rintendt:nts, Teachers, Lawyers . B.lnlcers, Architects, Merchants, 
MUSIC Teachers, a nd others . 
With it. by.s imply reading the dire~lions for using, one can easily and quickly print . fac:similes of. pen-and-inle:-t . et:-he.s, 
Maps, DrawlI1gs, Cards, Letters, Bill Heads Circulars 1tfus ic Programs. EX JmmatlOn Questions, or other l l.lter 
wrtiten or printed wlth a pen. ",
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE. 
1st Size, for Letter Paller, 9xI3 inches, . 82.25 I 2nd Size. for Note Paper, 6x9 inches, 
Other s izes 'nade to order. 
81.50 
Satisfaction ;s guaranteed i1: every cast!. 
The money must in all cases acc~mpany the order. ~tate the name of y our nearest express office, and the name 
of lhe express company. Full directions accompa ny the Tablet. 
S. R. WINCHELL t.f CO., Chicago. 
"'VVEDG "'VVOOD~S / IT "'VVILL COST YOU 
TOPICAL ANALYSIS 
FOURTH THOUSAND 
Topical Analysis of Descriptive Geography, U. S. 
History, Practical Aritlunetic, Physiology 
and Hygiene, Physical Geogral)hy. Eng-
lish Grammar, aud Penmanship. 
For use in Common Schools, Normal Schools, and Teach· 
ers' Institutes. By George S. Wedgwood . 
REIAIL PRICE,50 CENTS 
13.60 per dozen; 1'5 per 100. 
Copies for examination sent postpaid on receipt of retail 
price. No attention paid to orders unaccompanied by the 
cash. 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Chicago. 
dO SlP,H G ItlOTT'S~~ 
·;c·§ .te:e t.;~ £tt ~:';~ 
.§Clq~Y~LLDEAl£RS ··THRouGHourlH£.W()I?LiJ,· 
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION'-1878. 
ONE CENT'! 
For a Postal Card to Request a Sample Copy of the "Y. 1\[. 
C. A. WATCHl\[AN." If you are interested in Active. 
Agg' essive Chri <tian Work, especially among young men, 
you will enjoy the paper. Send this Postal Card, receive a 
sample of the paper, ~nd the rest will speak for itself. 
F. H. R EVELL, Publisher, 
Y. M. C. Ass 'n Building, Chicago, Ill. 
BEST;PRCAN 
C EST Reed Organ for S30, 
~ 1II: ira1>ly n:lnpted for usc i:t 
S m C:ny Schools aud Homo Cir -
c1es; sellt freo on trial; n o 
mOlley n ecessary till r oceived. 
tos tod a nd found Batisiactory. 
AN oPPOn= NEVEU DEFOr.E 
OFl1'DEDt .Also a splendid D Oll 10 J(eo'l Octave 
6-stopOrgl\n for only ~4';. Arlc1res. CHURCHILL 
0& CO., 20S Br - o.dwllrv, New York, N. Y 
_~~1~0~~!~op~~a~hf.2~c~l~c~! 
. Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms,'"tc. FULLI • 
WA RRA NTF.D. Cntal"ltHe ae"lt Free. 
VIlII/OUZEN '" TlH. Ch' cinnati, O. 
A CataloD'ue of English Books, sent on receipt of 
. e name and address by P . Naughten. 
Importer of old and new books, 47r State St., Cb.icago,lIl. 
